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complete the Information Governance

(IG) survey. We realize that the survey was
somewhat long, and appreciate the time taken
from your busy schedules to contribute. This
is the first comprehensive IG survey in ILTA
history. The last survey on what would now be
considered IG was ILTA’s Data Retention Survey
conducted in April 2009. In 2012, the Law Firm
Information Governance Symposium (LFIGS),
largely comprised of ILTA members, released
their inaugural report, “A Proposed Law Firm
Information Governance Framework,” - bringing
IG to the law firm collective consciousness. Given
the limited scope of ILTA’s last survey, and an
overall increase in awareness of IG, this survey
stands alone.

ILTA's 2019
Information Governance
Survey Results

Some notable results of the survey:
• It seems surprising that nearly 54% of the
respondents said they did not have a defined
IG program, and in most organizations
(69%), records and IG are not separate.
• 75% of respondents indicated that their IG
and security functions are aligned, and the
vast majority of IG functions (39%) report
to the CIO, followed by the General Counsel
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and/or Compliance office.
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everyone who took the time to
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F

irst and foremost, thank you to
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forward is that the majority of firms (59%) don’t

matter mobility functions. I think that shows

understand the value of IG (they either don’t

that it’s generally considered to be important,

know what it is, or it’s not a priority.) Only just

but we still have a long way to go.

over 10% are “getting it”.
• A data map is considered a foundational
• Nearly 75% of respondents haven’t outsourced

requirement of an IG program, yet 54% of

Karen Allen is a long-time
ILTA volunteer, speaker, and
legal tech professional. Karen

the traditional records function, nor have they

respondents do not have a data map or at least

successfully transitioned a records employee

some documentation detailing where all of their

Governance Technology at

to an IG employee. Only 24% have created IG

content resides and who the functional owner is

Mogan, Lewis & Bockius LLP and

roles and hired into those roles from outside the

of the repository/system.

has been a strategic applications

records department.
security awareness programs, and 66%

have an active disposition program, 63% still

incorporate IG into new hire and/or technology

exempt executives/partners from Information

training. In most cases (58%) training is

Governance requirements. For the 37% who do

mandatory. Interestingly, the majority of

not permit exceptions, thank you!

respondents (74%) believe they are changing
behaviors, but less than half (44%) are

• Only 52% of firms are actually completing

monitoring compliance.

thorough/defensible records destruction by
destroying both paper and electronic records.

Overall I believe the survey presents an

In my experience, many lawyers think that only

interesting point in time snapshot of how - and what

paper records should be destroyed.

- our industry is doing to ensure compliance with
information security frameworks, ethical requirements

• Most firms have a retention policy (82%), but

to preserve information, regulatory requirements

only 16% of firms have software to manage

(HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA, etc.) and client requirements.

retention.

I’m hopeful that with continued education and
awareness we will be able to see significant increases

• Of the 48% of firms that have a Matter Mobility
function, only 14% think it’s “very mature,”

engineer and document
management subject matter

• A full 80% of respondents are conducting
• While 72% of respondents indicated that

is the Manager of Information

in many firms’ IG programs. ILTA

expert for over 25 years.

|

and only 28% have teams dedicated to support
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• The biggest IG challenge with moving IG
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information and their collective

intelligence is their greatest asset. But what exactly
does that mean? And, how do law firms treat data
differently than other assets, if at all?
If you can get a hold of a law firm balance sheet,
you won’t see their data or intellectual property listed
as an asset. While certainly a firm’s knowledge is of
significant value, accepted accounting principles don’t
allow for it to be listed as a financial asset, intangible
or otherwise.
I managed to dig up one rather large firm’s
balance sheet that valued a soon-to-be revenuegenerating software project as an intangible asset.
That’s a start. But it was the application destined for
monetization itself that was listed, not the underlying

What If We Managed
Data Like a True
Economic Asset?
BY BA R RY S O LO M O N

data that fuels the application, nor the extremely
valuable information generated day in and day out by
the firm’s practice.

Enter Infonomics
The ideas about information assets, valuation,
monetization and the implications are the crux of
an MIT Symposium presentation on Infonomics1,
which inspired me to search out the book by the same
name2. Doug Laney, formerly of Deloitte and Gartner,
dives deep into the theory, practice and opportunity
of treating data as an economic asset. He is the first to
point out this discrepancy of not including information
on financial statements.
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often tell you that after their lawyers,
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restrictions governing the use of data and work

in today’s legal environment. After reading up on the

their website, word and excel documents and first-

product, law firms are just beginning to identify

topic, I couldn’t help but think about how to apply

generation experience management applications.

opportunities for direct monetization. An example of

some of the ideas, especially those around information

When tasked with pulling data from multiple

this might be packaging up deal terms and providing

management, to law firms. As Mark Cohen recently

systems for strategic planning, responding to an RFP,

the data to clients on a subscription basis so they can

pointed out in an article in Forbes3, “. . . Law—like so

or reporting on diversity metrics, it becomes a time-

see what is market. In this case, the subscription fee

many industries—is undergoing a tectonic shift. It is

consuming exercise of locating data, mapping values

would be a direct way to tie income to data. Some firms

morphing from a lawyer dominated, practice-centric,

across systems and grappling with inconsistencies.

are already selling solutions that provide clients with

labor-intensive guild to a tech-enabled, process and

New helpful information that is produced as part

data-driven insights on business-related issues based

data-driven, multi-disciplinary global industry.”

of the exercise may be stashed in new silos like

on the firm’s previous work.

For law firms, the ability to harness their data will

spreadsheets, making it difficult to leverage for future

be key to surviving and growing their firms. Following

uses. Having disorganized data not only puts firms at

the bottom line at law firms, and thus be assigned a

the principles of Infonomics, in addition to calculating

an operational disadvantage, but also makes it nearly

monetary value include:

the value of their less impactful assets like computers

impossible to leverage the data for analysis, predictive

and office furniture, they should also be figuring out

analytics and new AI initiatives.

a way to audit the value of their copious amounts

Law firms might see this as a chicken and egg

Indirect ways that structured data can impact

• Time saved in locating information for pitches,
expertise to staff a matter and awards and

of information and looking for ways to increase its

problem. If firm information isn’t managed well, it’s

rankings submissions, not to mention finding

returns for the firm.

difficult to monetize. However according to Laney, “A

documents and work product.

typical, almost unfailing byproduct of information

Prioritizing Information Management

monetization efforts is the improved management

• Incremental win rates due to responding

Firms have long recognized that information about

of information—from its data governance and data

quickly with more accurate and complete

client relationships, data about work the firm has

quality, to its storage and protection. Once your

information.

done, who within the firm has which expertise and

organization realizes and communicates the economic

the myriad contracts, research memos and other work

benefits of any given information asset, attitudes about

product documents are the lifeblood of winning and

and attention to its care and feeding will improve

better serving clients.

significantly.”4

Documents probably come closest to being

• Increased client loyalty (less expensive to retain
current clients than convert new prospects).
• Quantifiable impact of new service offerings

managed like an asset at firms, but there is a huge

Putting a Value on Information

identified through data analysis. See the ILTA

amount of rich structured siloed data that is still often

Infonomics asserts that in order to put a value on

2018 Marketing Technology White Paper for

treated as a second-class citizen. Firms that I talk

data it must be capable of being monetized in some

an example.

with frequently struggle with data scattered across

way, whether direct or indirect. Given many of the

|

time and billing, CRM, docketing, HR, SharePoint,
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party data regarding competitive intelligence

Investments in law firm data analysts and data

it’s been CIOs, or in some cases it’s fallen to Marketing

or statistics about outcomes in different

scientists who are being brought in to divine insights

and Business Development.

jurisdictions and before various judges.

and opportunities from data can only be truly realized

• Mitigated risk of lost clients, cases, deals, etc.
Indirect opportunities can be further broken

The worst-case scenario is at firms where nobody

if there’s a strong counterpart at the front end, leading

raises their hand to steward enterprise data, making

the charge to audit, clean, normalize, aggregate and

the task of breaking down silos and managing

enrich the information.

information as a firm-wide resource all but impossible.

Law firms have long recognized the value of their

No matter its title or department, every firm

down into operational and strategic buckets. If a

intellectual property, with many firms bringing in the

should designate a high-level strategic information

firm were to manage its structured enterprise data

role of Chief Knowledge Officer to spearhead projects

management role that’s focused on ensuring data

holistically, it could gain an operational advantage

to help catalog, locate and leverage the core knowledge

quality and completeness for the most impactful

every time it needed to pinpoint representative

in their terabytes of unstructured data. However,

results and highest return.

experiences and/or timekeeper expertise based on

who’s in charge of managing the myriad sources of

a complex set of criteria. Results can further the

structured data has been less clear.

business of law, like to pitch a new deal, or for the

Large organizations outside of legal have seen the

Process
Though effective information management and

practice of law, to inform strategy based on prior

rise of a Chief Data Officer responsible for everything

monetization requires a comprehensive strategy and

interactions with particular courts.

from governance to maximizing information value. In

rigorous firmwide processes beyond the scope of this

some law firms, CKOs have taken the lead in helping to

article, it is helpful to think about structured data

inventory and aggregate this data for intranet portals,

through the lens of an information supply chain5.

Possibilities for using information strategically
for indirect returns are limited only by a firm’s
imagination, from maximizing the value of a lateral
hire strategy to uncovering opportunities for
geographic expansion and merger evaluation.

Getting Started
Let’s look at a few key concepts and actions for
law firms that want to improve their information
management as a first step to actually valuing and
treating data as an asset thru the lens of the change
management constructs of people, process and
technology.

The worst-case scenario is at firms where nobody
raises their hand to steward enterprise data,
making the task of breaking down silos and
managing information as a firm-wide resource all
but impossible.

|
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of law firm information to how it can be leveraged to drive revenue and reduce risk for the firm. There’s a clear

Technology is required along every step of the

evolution of structured data from initial creation and intake to enrichment and application that can result in

information supply chain to acquire, administer and

economic benefits for the firm.

apply structured data for the business and practice
of law. The good news is that law firms already have
technology in place, especially when it comes to
collecting this data, including time and billing, new
business intake, CRM, HR and even external sources
for industry data, case information and competitive
intelligence.
Challenges begin to emerge in the administration
stage. Silos of information need to be brought
together, cleaned and normalized. A central location
is required to aggregate this data, as well as layer in
the external sources. Attempts have been made to
use data warehouses for this purpose, but these lack
the facilities to enrich the information with specific
details to make it more valuable and accessible, such as
matter specifics otherwise locked in a lawyer’s head.
These same enrichment shortcomings are present in
enterprise search.
Firm intelligence platforms are purpose built
to span the information supply chain, providing the

I N F O R M AT I O N S U P P LY C H A I N A C T I V I T I E S A S A P P L I E D T O L A W F I R M S 5

ability to passively collect data from existing internal
and external sources (like time and billing, CRM, and
other existing systems), mapping and normalizing the
information for a consistent view. Built-in automated
tools facilitate the enrichment of data with meaningful
details that add value and make matters, clients and
lawyers easier to locate and leverage for everything
from marketing to precedent location.

|
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in applications to leverage firm data in ways that

There is significant opportunity for those law firms

can be measured and quantified, whether that be for

who choose to manage, value and leverage their

supporting better pricing, saving time in pinpointing

information as the economic asset that it is. In fact,

answers to client inquiries or winning new business

those firms who neglect to do so will be left behind.

by including specific experiences and best matched

In addition to a strong vision, firms will need people

Barry Solomon is the

lawyers in RFP responses.

whose mission it is to steward their data, processes

Executive Vice President of

Finally, the enriched, consolidated information in
firm intelligence platforms can be shared or syndicated

for increasing its value and technology that can help
deliver quantifiable monetary returns. ILTA

Foundation Software Group.
Wearing alternating hats of
lawyer, entrepreneur, general

out for other uses within the firm, including input to

counsel, law firm CMO, and

AI applications; enhancing the results of enterprise

software executive, has given

search with meaningful, contextual details;

Barry a unique perspective on
how technology helps firms

providing current and accurate matter narratives and

differentiate themselves through

biographies for firm websites and intranet portals;

a combination of people,

updating source systems with additional and corrected

process, and software. As an

details; and feeding data warehouses and data lakes

associate at Sidley Austin, Barry
had the insight that law firms

to improve the ability of analytics and predictive

needed a legal-focused CRM

analytics to guide future decision making and firm

to manage client relationships.

strategy.

Co-founding Interface Software,
the maker of InterAction, Barry
played an early role in the
development of legal CRM
software. As CMO at Sidley, Barry
partnered with Foundation
Software Group to develop the
first firm intelligence platform,
before leaving to become
Executive Vice President at

1. Laney, Douglas B., Infonomics: The Economics of Information and Principles of Information Asset Management, The Fifth MIT Information Quality
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4. Laney, Infonomics (p. 75), Kindle Edition.
5. Framework for supply chain chart inspired by Infonomics: The Economics of Information and Principles of Information Asset Management, Deloitte
Development LLC, 2010.

Foundation.
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cyber-threats, it’s about generating

actionable insights into your business processes and
opportunities to enhance your business practices and
client service. This article explores the principles
and opportunities of practical data governance
and how they can be applied to keep your firm
more secure while operating more efficiently and
improving client service.

Data Management
Until now the principle of data management has
driven commerce. Contracts and agreements are
crafted, purchase orders are made, products are
delivered with packing slips, and somewhere along
the line payment is rendered and recorded. Successful

Data Governance for
Law Firm Growth and
Client Success
BY C H R I S TO P H E R Z E G E RS

businesses keep meticulous records of the costs to
produce the product, the amount their customer paid
for the product, and the number of products sold.
If we apply this to the legal industry, we find
complexity in defining what the product actually
is, how much it cost to produce, and how much the
customer paid for the product. In addition to knowing
where all your data resides and ensuring that it is
secure, data governance for legal is about clarifying
what products you sell, how much they cost to
produce, and how much the firm should charge for
the products to make a profit. It is also about knowing
your customer, their needs and potential future needs
to the best of your ability.

|
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governance resulting in stiff penalties is the case of

actionable information and institutional knowledge.

right to demand that a company with whom they

Central Hospital of Barreiro Montijo in Portugal.

For instance, if you can see that your customer is filing

have interacted, even if only by visiting their website,

Their fines totaled over $450,000 by Portugal’s

more diversified patents, it may be time to talk about

1. identify all instances of the person’s information

GDPR supervisory authority for allowing nearly

their business goals and where you are able to help the

residing across all their systems, 2. edit that

1,000 people to have doctor-level access to its patient

customer achieve them beyond filing their patents. If

information upon request, and 3. permanently delete

management system with only 300 doctors on staff.

automotive-related patents are ramping up, there may be

all instances of that information and cease collecting

an opportunity for you to help your client with relevant

that information upon request.

corporate acquisitions to enhance their portfolio.
The total economic value of the data stored in

Signed into effect on June 28, 2018, the California

Proper data governance is essential to complying
with these emerging regulations and can be marketed
to customers and prospects as a strategic advantage.

Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) 2018 resembles the

your systems has yet to be realized. Understanding

GDPR in that it empowers California residents to

Data Governance in Action

that data has become our most unknown asset, there’s

demand a company with whom they have done

A driving principle of good data governance is to

even an emerging disciple of Infonomics aimed to

business to, 1. identify what personal information

provide data access to only those in your firm who

assert economic significance to information.

is being collected, 2. provide the individual with

need it, and only for the duration of time needed; also

access to that information, 3. identify whether their

known as least privilege access. To do this, you need to

Risk Management Benefits

personal information is disclosed, and if so, towhom,

know where your data resides. Discovering this takes

Privacy and security are at top of mind for every firm

4. Identify whether their personal information is sold

interviewing employees from each practice group and

and corporate legal department. Recent data breaches,

(if so, they have the right to opt out of the sale), and 5.

business service group to discuss the data with which

some directed at law firms, and the regulations

they have the right to be provided equal service and

they interact. They need to explain why they need this

being developed to limit the impact of these breaches

price regardless of whether or not they exercise their

data, and for how long they need this data. That way

have caused firms to close and others to grow new

privacy rights. Where it deviates from the GDPR is

you can defend your collection of the data and assign

compliance practices.

that it does not include the right of its residents to opt-

a retention schedule to it so that you don’t store it for

out of data collection completely.

longer than necessary.

In part as a reaction to recent corporate data
breaches compromising personal information for

Enforcement of the CCPA is expected to begin in

Your practitioners need to identify all the internal

millions of people, the European Union and the state

2020, once certain issues around the cost of services

and external sources from which they receive data and

of California have stepped up their efforts to protect

for those who opt-out of data collection are ironed

to which they provide data. That way you can establish

their citizens and residents. Most notably, the General

out. Currently, penalties in the law can include up to

more comprehensive agreements with your vendors to

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) sent businesses

$7,500 per incident. This translates to a $75 million

ensure they are properly controlling the data as well.

worldwide into a fluster, threatening steep penalties

fine for a data breach involving 10,000 customers.

for companies unable to comply with GDPR requests
made by individuals.

Meanwhile, your data doesn’t have to be breached
to be penalized. A recent instance of poor data

While classifying your data by what types of
personal information is collected is another principle
of good data governance, as the definition of what

|
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All of this is much easier said than done and

classification buckets has become a prudent and easier

financial systems, it is common to leverage Excel for

requires direction and enforcement from the top.

tactic to manage. Specifically, for law firms, it is fair to

data manipulation and reporting. Ensure that these

Most likely, your General Counsel is the appropriate

say that all the information we amass, whether from

documents are saved to and shared through the DMS.

champion for the cause. They are the risk experts and

our client, from our employees, or what we create

This may seem redundant, but it is not uncommon for

are placed in that role to advise the Managing Director,

internally is confidential. This makes for simplified

business service groups like Finance, Marketing and

who also needs to back the initiatives.

control and retention parameters.

HR to avoid using the DMS for a variety of perceived

When going through a GDPR preparedness

limitations or, ironically, security concerns.

exercise with a law firm, the head partner of their

History tells us that people will find their own
way to work if a practical way is not presented to them,
and if they get burned once by a system, for instance

privacy group posited the question, “If you put it all in

Utility, Directives and Enforcement

losing two hours of document editing, they will avoid

one bucket, does that require more effort to discovery

It is equally important that data governance practices

or have parallel processes to protect themselves from

relevant data in the case of a GDPR request?” My

include clear directives and easy to use systems for

that system going forward. These parallel processes

answer was, “No, it will require more effort to

how to properly describe clients, matters, and work

usually manifest as documents saved to their desktops

devise technical segmentation strategies, and these

product. Despite all the efforts of New Matter Intake

and emailed to themselves, essentially providing two

classifications will continually dictate and complicate

Systems, DMS Document Types, Practice Group

additional places where data can be compromised,

how we build out future infrastructure.” This advice

restructurings, and the like, firms grapple with

email being the absolute worst place to store redundant

works well for law firms but is not necessarily

accurately documenting key information about their

copies of information, as they reside on personal

applicable to other industries where they have more

clients and their matters. Here we have the adage:

devices that can be lost or stolen in an unlocked state.

disparate data to control, and buckets where they can

garbage in, garbage out. Good data governance

(See Figure 1.) Consequently, in addition to policy and

classify information as non-sensitive.

practices include proper data curation.

enforcement, you must provide stable, easily accessible

Another core principle of data governance is

systems on which your practitioners can rely.

restricting data storage to their applicable repositories.
Documents and email should be saved to a Document
Management System (DMS). Practitioners should have
little to no ability to store their document elsewhere.
This includes limiting the size of email boxes and
promoting, “File it or Delete it” practices. Personal
and shared network drives should be avoided or used
for transitory purposes and be controlled by strict
retention and deletion schedules, so that nothing
remains there for longer than necessary.

FIGURE 1
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interest and incentive to change, the group responding

In brief, governing your data well results in clean data,

Acme* law firm’s leadership wanted to improve

to the most RFPs.

which can be analyzed, reported upon, and modeled

their partner’s cross selling efforts to acquire more

after to better understand your business and capitalize

work from existing clients. While partners are often

systems, as well as creating new data sets addressing

off this understanding. Today it means you can

reticent to jeopardize their client relationship by

their needs, and a curation processes to ensure that

answer an RFP or security audit with confidence and

introducing colleagues they may not know well into

data accuracy is maintained over time. Note, curation

professionalism. Tomorrow it means you can predict

the relationship, knowing who knows who helps

in this context requires people and agreed upon

how your business, your employees, and your clients

begin the dialog. A firm leader who understood

processes that enable these people to take the time

will behave, and act accordingly to meet and exceed

this principle saw CRM as an essential source of

out of an attorney’s day to ensure their matter is being

your expectations of success.

useful and actionable data. She succeeded where

documented properly. In the future, as the process

others failed by insisting, via process, that all client

is institutionalized, matter curation can be achieved

went through identified a glut of vendors being used

entertainment expenses be recorded in the CRM

through automated prompts rather than people

by individual attorneys, paralegals, and litigation

system for reimbursement. This forced the attorneys’

showing up at the attorney’s door. This new instance of

support staff, undoubtedly resulting in the firm and

hands and provided firm leadership with insight

the enriched data and improved processes became the

their clients paying too much for services by not

into their client relationships and opportunities for

model for how the firm redesigned their new matter

leveraging the potential work individual vendors

building upon them.

intake and management practices.

The GDPR preparedness exercise a law firm

could inherit. Once this manifested itself, the firm

This involved pulling data together from disparate

Acme law firm’s Marketing and Finance

was able to establish a more select group of vendors at

departments struggled with responding to RFP’s asking

[*] The name of the law firm has been withheld to protect the

better rates.

for relevant experience, cost estimates and alternative

Identity, IP and practices of our client.

Clients are increasingly requiring firms to

fee arrangements. Not only was there not a single source

complete cyber security risk audits. There is no one

for this information, but the integrity of the sources

standard audit to complete nor certification to attain

was suspect. Clients and matters were onboarded in the

Data Governance for Artificial
Intelligence

to satisfy the requirements of these audits. And more

quickest rather than most accurate and comprehensive

A recent survey of risk managers, senior finance, IT,

recently, detailed cyber security questions have found

manner. Initial matters descriptions were never

and management executives by analytics provider

their way into RFPs. Least privilege access and data

updated to reflect the actual nature of the matter, and

SAS and the Global Association of Risk Professionals

access-auditing are core requirements of these audits

fee agreements were made via email never to be seen by

(GARP) identified Data Quality as the top challenge to

and questionnaires. Good data governance makes

Finance. A Senior Partner was tasked with addressing

utilizing Artificial Intelligence.

these requirements easy to meet. And for RFPs, it

this problem as part of the firm’s overall strategic

can be a selling point and differentiator from your

plan and developed a set of recommendations for

in their data governance practices using artificial

competition.

establishing and maintaining a clean instance of matter

intelligence to answer leadership’s question of how to

data specific to the single practice group with the most

better retain clients. The firm analyzed various sets of

Fortunately for DLA Piper, they had confidence

|
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data related to their client relationships and used the

which data governance and process management are guiding principles across each of the levels of maturity. (See

analysis to develop a data model that found four key

Figure 2.)

variables that directly affected client retention:

CLOC estimates that 60 to 90% of a lawyer’s day can be automated, and/or supplanted by legal service
providers. Although this may seem extreme, their basic premise will trickle down to smaller companies’ legal
departments over time – law firms need to be more efficient. Combine this with resources like TyMetrics and

less and increasing time per team member

Serengeti, now Thomson Reuters’ Legal Tracker, and legal departments know how much your competition is

proportionally where possible;

charging for similar services.

• Introducing one new professional to the
relationship;
• Adding one more industry expert to the team
(which could coincide with point two); and
• Running a focused, relevant marketing
initiative for each client.
When comparing a control group to a group
focused on improving those key variables, DLA
prevented 85 percent of fee loss on a year-over-year
basis.

The CLOC Effect
The Corporate Legal Operations Consortium (CLOC),
has emerged as the premier voice of Fortune 500 legal
departments. Their intent is to drive their outside
counsel to more efficient matter management to surface
and compare commodity work delivered across law
firms and establish fair pricing for their work. They
have defined a maturity model applied to law firms
that serves as a basis for their service expectations in

FIGURE 2
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being efficient will win CLOC members’ and

our individuals. We need to limit the damage done to

others’ business. And efficiency requires good data

our businesses by individuals being compromised.

governance. You want to be able to provide facts like:

The best way to do this is to limit what data these
individuals have access to at any given time and over

• Completing phase 1 of this matter could take 20

time. To accomplish this, we need to know what

Christopher Zegers is the

days but now that we re-engineered our process

data they need and how they access and disseminate

Director of Consulting Services,

and leverage our precedent data, it takes 8 days.

it. Knowing this allows us to govern our data’s

Legal, at IVIONICS. He is a
strategic and forward-thinking

disposition over time. We need to set limits on where

information technology

the data can reside and for how long, with the objective

executive with extensive

actual cost because we have collected better data

of centralizing, de-duplicating and normalizing as

experience innovating across

by managing our matters more effectively.

much of our data as possible.

• Currently, 92% of our budgets are within 9% of

Along the way to achieving these objectives, data

all aspects of IT strategy and
operations. He has a proven
ability to develop and implement

Furthermore, good data governance of your

integrity improves, we will find new opportunities to

effective growth strategies that

client’s matters can lead to bespoke product offerings

use the data in meaningful and profitable ways, and

optimize cost, improve efficiency

that can generate new repeatable streams of revenue

we will develop better ways of performing our work

for your firm. I give a final example of a firm’s

and servicing our clients. ILTA

and ensure productivity and he is
adept in analyzing inefficiencies,
identifying areas of opportunity

“Corporation in a box” model, designed by a venture

and implementing effective

capital practice group to consolidate the matters,

solutions, delivering agility and

phases, and tasks necessary to form a corporation into
a single, flat-fee product.

Conclusion
In closing, data-related crimes are being committed
electronically every second of every day. Our
immediate response was to improve our cyber security
controls to keep criminals out of our servers and
desktops. Improvements in firewalls and external
threat detection and prevention systems pushed
criminals to a new vector – the individual.

adaptability to ever-changing
environments.
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to address the challenge of finding and

locating information. Saving information in the
right place is only one part of the equation. Many
information initiatives and system deployments do
not succeed or gain adequate user adoption because
there is a perception that an inability to find and locate
important information in a timely fashion is a failure –
due to technological flaws or inadequate system design.
While these aspects are important, the quick and
efficient findability of information often lies in how the
files themselves are named.
Information is created and received in various
forms across every aspect of the organization. As legal,
regulatory and client mandates increase, information
classification has become more and more important.
A failure to properly safeguard your information
can have catastrophic consequences, including fines,
sanctions, loss of clients/revenue and reputational

Proper Naming and
Classification of Files
BY LE I G H I SA AC S

damage.
Unfortunately, a historical challenge in
implementing naming convention standards has
been end user acceptance. Users often rebel against
the concept of guidelines as to how to name “their”
documents. However, the documents belong to the
firm and having mutually agreed-upon naming
conventions for information enables all users to find
documents more quickly, and meet the compliance
mandates the firm must follow. The tide has shifted,
and much like other security restrictions that must

|
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and classify our information. Because law firms are

expectations are only going to increase. Penalties for

governance strategy are the efficiencies that can

custodians of client information (including practice

non-compliance are steep. For example, using the

be realized. Studies vary, but generally speaking

support, financial and litigation support) an additional

example above and absent any governed structure,

industry surveys indicate that the average worker

level of responsibility and care is required.

fully complying with a subject access request may be

spends between 20-30% of their time searching

next to impossible. If you were asked, would you be

for information. Investing time up front brings

and strategy can help meet these objectives. A

able to respond confidently that you have met all of the

downstream benefits, especially when equating that

file naming convention is a systematic method for

requirements?

lost time to an attorney’s billable rate.

Let’s discuss how a bit of planning, forethought

naming files. A file naming convention is the most

Client Mandates. Expectations from our clients

You may realize that you need to develop a

powerful and effective foundation for organizing,

continue to grow. Anyone who has responded to

naming convention strategy – but where do you start?

retrieving and securing information. It’s important

a security audit or an RFI has likely answered

As with most efforts, to be successful it is important

to get it right, so enough time should be invested to

questions specifically targeted to information storage,

to engage and involve your stakeholders and end

think through carefully.

handling, security and disposition, most times with

users. Many standardization projects have fallen

the mandate that certain information be dealt with

short because this step was missed, and a plan was

areas of focus? While not an all-inclusive list, there are

in a specific way and either disposed of or returned

implemented without taking into consideration the

several factors that are re-emphasizing the need for

at a certain point during or after the representation.

specific needs of certain people or groups. The end

standards and classification.

Access is often a primary focus, leaving firms with

result is a search for workarounds, with information

the responsibility of applying various levels of

being saved in systems that do not require standards

or are in the process of implementing some sort

security. In an unstructured environment, this can be

or individual organization methods that contradict

of data classification program. You may have your

challenging, if not impossible to do.

with the standard – resulting in an even greater mess

What are some of the specific considerations and

General Security. Most firms have implemented

categories of classification identified. This is generally

Records Retention. The days of “keeping

than if no standards existed at all. Consistency is

the easy part. The challenge arises when you are

everything forever” are becoming a thing of the past.

important the approach should be practical. Designing

tasked with applying the classification scheme to

For many of the same reasons driving us to look at

an over-complicated system will defeat the purpose.

your information that cannot be easily identified.

structure and governance, Firms must now be more

Keep file names as short as possible and choose a

For example, it is impossible to know what level

strategic and deliberate in the information they retain

convention that is universally understood.

of security a document entitled “Joes_Document”

and for how long. How can you segregate client data

requires vs. one named “2019_Performance_

from work product? One step farther, how can you

engaged the right people and invested the time in

Review_Joe_Smith.” The latter clearly allows for the

distinguish know-how and precedents from client

developing effective conventions and standards, there

identification of the document as sensitive.

information? A body of well named and classified

will still be pockets of resistance. When it is still a

information provides the required foundation to the

challenge to get people to save things in the right

rules applied to retention and disposition.

place, much less follow a standard naming protocol,

Legislation/Regulations (such as GDPR/CCPA).
It’s all we’ve been hearing about and is not likely to

Even when you’ve taken all the right steps,

|

change any time soon. In fact, the requirements and
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and paralegals can be an invaluable support resource

in you are, the more challenging it is. That said, it’s

in this regard but you should be encouraged to look

important to start. Resist paralysis by attempting to

beyond that. Are there opportunities to develop

solve all of your legacy information issues at once.

workflows and roles and assign responsibilities to

Take the time to develop a strategy and engage

others to take on these tasks? One example is to look

your stakeholders to establish your standards and

Leigh Isaacs is the Director,

to a records/information governance team. As many

start. Find the right opportunities. A boil-the-

Information Governance & Records

firms are reducing their reliance on paper, there are

ocean approach is overwhelming and most often

often already trained, skilled personnel who have

– ineffective. Is there a group that is more open and

development and implementation

bandwidth to lend their expertise in different ways.

receptive than others to embark on such an initiative?

of enterprise records and

Conversely, explore how system capabilities and

Have there been specific pain points that naming

information governance/

design may assist in this regard. Can you leverage

standards and classification would alleviate? Do you

metadata fields within your DMS to do some of this

have a high-risk practice area where the ramifications

management, risk mitigation,

identification by default? Careful thought and planning

of non-compliance are high? Are there other

vendor management, evaluation,

can be used downstream by search and classification

projects planned (like a DMS upgrade, new content

design and implementation of

tools and eliminate certain aspects of manual effort

management system implementation, etc.) that you

otherwise required by end users.

can piggy-back on? These sorts of situations are often

meet the ever changing needs

good inroads for grassroots efforts. Once established,

of law firms and their clients. An

Information essentially sets forth expectations that

implement on a go-forward basis. Stop the bleeding. A

active member of the International

requires us to appropriately manage files. At its

retroactive look into legacy information can follow.

most basic, this means that any files/information

Follow our series on this topic to continue

ABA Model Rule 1.6 Confidentiality of

Management at Proskauer Rose
LLP. Her expertise includes strategic

privacy programs, process
improvements, matter lifecycle

technology solutions. She enjoys
building teams and programs to

Legal Technology Association
(ILTA), Leigh has served as Vice
President of the Program Planning

for a particular client/matter must appropriately be

learning about practical considerations and

Counsel and other volunteer roles.

associated with it. Proper naming conventions can

approaches. ILTA

She is also a founding Steering

also aid in the effective and compliant management of

Committee Member for the Law
Firm Information Governance

matters. Beyond the “finding the right information at

Symposium, serves on the

the right time – quickly,” naming conventions help us

Advisory board for the Information

understand the types of information we have and what

Governance Initiative and has

we should do with it. For example, there are different

served in various leadership roles
for ARMA. She is the creator of an

levels of sensitivity associated with client property, and

information governance course

ramifications in the event of a breach, so it is important

and is a published author, speaker

to distinguish this information.

and instructor in issues relating to
information governance.
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cast of characters taking the stand to recount

a series of events (not to mention what constitutes a
grit), it’s a robot sitting in the witness box answering
questions before a jury. And while this may seem
farfetched, the reality of the matter is, artificial
intelligence now touches almost every aspect of
modern life. And, human-robot interaction will soon
be commonplace, begging the question of what legal
status do robots and artificial intelligence have in
society and is existing legislation or law applicable?
In a 2018 issue of Science magazine, a group
of researchers and neuroscientists wrote a letter
to the editor challenging a previously published
article discussing whether we are on the verge of
creating conscious machines. The letter’s authors
contended that the article was not tackling the topic
with an appropriate framework, explaining that we
should not be asking whether machines could have
consciousness but instead whether machines have

The State vs. AI
BY DA N A H AC KLE Y

subjective experiences. The discussion leads to an
interesting debate and response from the magazine’s
editor in which it becomes plaintively clear, that for
now, we will have to agree to disagree because we
simply do not yet know whether artificial intelligence
(AI) is mimicking human brain activity or if these
innovations are conscious of their surroundings,
emotions, actions, and the actions of others. Dr.
Peter Stone, founder and director of the Learning
Agents Research Group (LARG) within the Artificial

|
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Computer Science at The University of Texas at Austin,

It is this basic nature of intelligence, ambiguous and

Co-operation and Development (OECD) and its

put it this way when sitting on a discussion panel,

until recently only tied to flawed human beings, that

36-member countries ratified its Principles on Artificial

“We’re starting to pair our brains with computers, but

complicates how existing law may be considered

Intelligence whose mission is to, “promote artificial

brains don’t understand computers and computers

applicable. Because, with any great advance comes

intelligence (AI) that is innovative and trustworthy

don’t understand brains” when sitting on a recent

great risk.

and that respects human rights and democratic

discussion panel.
There is no doubt though that the technology

AI brings with it regulatory concerns and legal

In May, the Organization for Economic

values.” Additionally, countries including Argentina,

liability or negligence to assert on both sides of a

Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru, and Romania are

is advancing at a rapid rate, moving through

complaint. Elon Musk, Tusla founder and outspoken

reportedly already adhering to the AI Principles.

evolutionary phases such as transforming from

doomsayer, asserted in 2014 remarks at an MIT

“Artificial Intelligence is revolutionizing the way

reactive devices to intuitive aids, and eventually one-

symposium that the rise of AI has occurred in a

we live and work and offering extraordinary benefits

day self-aware robots. AI is also being widely adopted

regulatory vacuum. More recently, in 2017 at the

for our societies and economies. Yet, it raises new

by almost every sector of industry through automation,

National Governors Association meeting he declared,

challenges and is also fueling anxieties and ethical

algorithms, and big data becoming enmeshed in

“I keep sounding the alarm bell, but until people see

concerns. This puts the onus on governments to

everyday lives in some subtle and not so subtle ways.

robots going down the street killing people, they don’t

ensure that AI systems are designed in a way that

know how to react, because it seems so ethereal.”

respects our values and laws, so people can trust

measures emerging technology trends, the artificial

While that specific scenario may in the distant future,

that their safety and privacy will be paramount,”

intelligence software market will reach $118.6 billion

accidents involving AI are certainly a clear and present

explained OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría

in annual worldwide revenue by 2025. In addition,

danger and regulation as well as the judicial system is

following the release of the principles. While not

their report titled “Artificial Intelligence Market

playing catch up.

legally binding, existing OECD principles in other

According to a recent report by Tractica, which

Forecasts” asserts that the top ten industries in terms

policy areas have proved highly influential in setting

of AI spending will be telecommunications, consumer,

The World Stage

international standards and helping governments to

automotive, business services, advertising, healthcare,

In 2017, the United Nations opened its Centre for

design national legislation. In fact, in June, the G20

retail, legal, the public sector, and education. We have

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics in The Hague. The

adopted human-centered AI Principles that draw

seen AI manifest itself through autonomous vehicles,

Centre is, “committed to advancing understanding

from the OECD's AI Principles. The discussion also

drilling for oil, investing in the stock market, preventing

of AI, robotics and the broader ecosystem of related

reportedly centered on the European Commission’s

bank fraud, medical diagnostics and procedures,

technologies, from the perspective of crime, justice and

Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI revised and

home security, legal document review and research,

security, and to exploring their use for social good and

republished in 2019, which was prepared by the

manufacturing, Siri and Alexa, and on and on.

contributing to a future free of violence and crime.”

High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence

The specific initiatives since its founding remain

(AI HLEG), an independent group created by the EU

unclear.

in 2018.

While we know so much about the mechanics of
AI, we still understand very little regarding the logic
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behind AI, inherently a critical element of due process.
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Intelligence (FUTURE of AI Act 2017), another related

article's opening visual, robots have not been above the

Arkansas case where an Amazon Echo witnessed

to autonomous vehicles (SELF DRIVE Act), retraining

law. For example, a robot was arrested in connection

a murder. But as Roth explains, the legal construct

workers displaced by AI (Corps Act of 2017), one to

with utilizing bitcoin to purchase ecstasy, a Hungarian

of “machine credibility” remains uncertain and

ensure the retraining of workers impacted by AI (AI

passport and a baseball cap with a built-in camera in

continued evaluation.

JOBS Act of 2019), and the ethical implications of AI

2015. The automated shopping bot was developed by

(House Resolution 153) have been introduced in the

a Swiss art group to explore the dark web and given

American Legislation

House but have not become law. The Algorithmic

$100 worth of bitcoin to randomly purchase one item a

The bipartisan Artificial Intelligence Caucus for

Accountability Act was introduced in April and would

week. Eventually, Swiss police released the robot (not

the 115th Congress launched in May 2017 with the

direct the Federal Trade Commission to require,

the ecstasy) back into the custody of the artists and

goal, “to inform policymakers of the technological,

“entities that use, store, or share personal information

they along with the robot escaped facing any criminal

economic and social impacts of advances in AI and

to conduct automated decision system impact

charges. In 2016, a Russian robot was arrested (police

to ensure that rapid innovation in AI and related

assessments and data protection impact assessments.”

even attempted to use handcuffs) while taking part

fields benefits Americans as fully as possible.” Since

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

in a political rally after police intervened to prevent it

then, the Caucus has co-hosted, with the Software &

has come under fire for the use of AI in discriminatory

from interacting with the public. According to media

Information Industry Association and IEEE-USA,

hiring practices, especially after senators Kamala

reports, it was the same model of robot that previously

one luncheon discussing ethics and privacy issues

Harris, Elizabeth Warren, and Patty Murray sent a

tried to escape twice from its manufacturer.

related to AI. Additionally, a handful of bills including

2018 letter to the organization requesting the agency

Apparently, the Beverly Hills Police Department

one to establish a Federal Advisory Committee on

address AI’s liabilities. Because there has been little

is credited with having made the first robot arrest on

the Development and Implementation of Artificial

movement from the EEOC, Big Law firms have taken

August 18, 1982. The DC-2 robot (operated by a few
teens via remote control) was handing out business
cards without a permit. The robot apparently yelled,
“Help me! They're trying to take me apart!” when police
took it into custody. Again, no charges were filed.
Surprisingly, as Andrea Roth, of UC Berkeley
Law, notes, machine sources can not only serve
as defendants, but they can also be compelled as
“witnesses” under the Sixth Amendment with a few
caveats. Courts have ruled that machine assertions
are considered physical evidence not hearsay (United
States v. Lizarraga-Tirado) and that they can provide

The legal construct of “machine credibility”
remains uncertain and continued evaluation.
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the National Institute of Standards and Technology

groups in rapid succession. Finally, in May the Senate

issued an Executive Order launching the American

(NIST), issued a Request for Information (RFI) to

introduced the Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act,

AI Initiative to facilitate research and development

gather information about federal engagement in the

which includes provisions for establishing a National

but also to invest in, “promoting trust, training people

development of technical standards and related tools

AI Coordination Office to orchestrate federal AI

for a changing workforce, and protecting national

for AI; the deadline for submissions was June 10, 2019.

efforts; asking the National Institute of Standards and

interests, security, and values.” The Executive Order

Despite the lack of substantial progress or

Technologies to establish standards for testing AI

calls on the National Science and Technology Council

follow through, just this month, the Networking and

algorithms and their effectiveness; getting the National

(NSTC) Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence

Information Technology and Development Program

Science Foundation to set “educational goals” for

to coordinate the initiative. The Executive Order also

(NITRD) released a supplement to the President’s

things like data bias, privacy, accountability and more;

stipulates that all executive departments and agencies

2020 fiscal budget, which provided the first agency-

and requiring the Department of Energy to build an

that are developing or deploying AI, providing

by-agency budget breakdown for non-defense AI

AI research program for government and academia.

educational grants, or regulating or guiding AI

R&D showcasing a total budget of nearly $1 billion for

But, there is no mention of an agency establishing a

are, “tasked with developing regulatory and non-

the year.

liability framework. Thus far, the White House has

regulatory approaches to guide AI development and

seemed less than thrilled with the congressional

use, following the release of a memorandum expected

Focus on the Manufacturer

involvement in devising a national AI strategy citing

180 days following the Order.” This memo was to be

With such an ardent commitment to the development

their own initiatives.

released by the Director of the Office of Management

and implementation of AI, the judicial system has been

and Budget, Mick Mulvaney, this summer and if

playing catchup to assert legal liability. For the most

published, has not been publicized.

part, there have been cases in which the manufacturer

The Department of Defense, typically ahead of
the tech game, began fortifying its AI strategy in 2018
with the National Security Commission on Artificial

The White House’s Office of Science and

of robots has been sued for personal injury or workers'

Intelligence, which was made official with President

Technology Policy released an updated National AI

compensation claims and product liability.

Trump’s signing of the 2019 National Defense

R&D Strategic Plan in June, which advocated for the

Authorization Act (NDAA). The Commission includes

creation of new AI standards and benchmarks. Lynne

where Michael Payne’s estate sued the manufacturer

15 members selected by different government officials

Parker, the assistant director for artificial intelligence

of the robot (ABB) that allegedly killed him while on

and is tasked with the assessment of the national

for the Office of Science and Technology Policy waffled

the job, asserting strict liability and negligence. The

security implications of AI including the ethical

prior to its release saying that “All AI is not the

District Court granted summary judgment to ABB,

considerations of AI in defense. The Department of

same, and so we don’t want to have a big overarching

concluding that the plaintiff’s request for admission did

Defense additionally established a Joint AI Center

umbrella that says we treat all AI the same. There

not create “a triable issue of fact as to whether the robot

(JAIC) in 2018 to improve collaboration with the

are many people who call for AI to be explainable,

was negligently or defectively designed.” The Eighth

private sector, academia, and military allies and to

for instance, but maybe not every use of AI has to

Circuit, in an unpublished opinion, affirmed the grant

establish an ethical framework for AI in defense.

be as transparent as every other use.” Meanwhile,

of summary judgment to ABB. In support of the motion,

Such as In Payne v. ABB Flexible Automation, Inc.,

|

And, on February 11, 2019, President Trump
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to make its recommendations. The malfeasance

employer for removing safety devices and for allowing

malfunction caused his injuries.

was so widespread, IBM executives were publicly

employees to enter the operational area.
The Association for the Advancement of Artificial

Then there's IBM’s Watson, made famous

singing Watson’s praises while privately bemoaning

for his stint on the game show Jeopardy! and now

its underperformance. At the time the story broke,

Intelligence, a nonprofit organization founded in 1979,

working healthcare. IBM Watson for Oncology was

according to IBM, Watson was in use at 230 hospitals

has established a Code of Ethics and Professional

trained at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

and health organizations and reached 84,000 patients.

Conduct for all AI professionals but it is not legally

to interpret cancer patient clinical information to

Luckily, the health institutions involved were not

binding. In addition, per the National Conference of

identify individualized treatment options. So, what if

solely reliant on Watson for treatment options and

State Legislatures, 29 states have passed legislation

Watson makes a grave error? The Corporate Practice

understood it was a preliminary trial. If Watson

and 11 governors have issued executive orders

of Medicine Doctrine says businesses can’t practice

had been taken to task in the courtroom, New York

pertaining to autonomous vehicles. Yet, Arizona

medicine giving the AI manufacturer a legal loophole.

University researchers Jason Chung and Amanda Zink

Yet, in 2018, internal documents obtained by

assert Watson should fall under the same classification

prosecutors decided not to criminally charge Uber for
this year’s self-driving car death of Elaine Herzberg. A

Stat News indicated that during beta testing Watson

as a medical student legally. But, currently, under

civil settlement with Herzberg’s family was reached; a

often gave erroneous cancer treatment advice and that

existing law, robots are property even though they

preliminary report by the NTSB found that Uber had

IBM medical specialists and customers identified,

mimic the work of humans.

deactivated the car’s emergency braking system.

“multiple examples of unsafe and incorrect treatment

An increasing area of litigation popping up

Common law tort and malpractice claims

recommendations.” Watson was reportedly trained

often center on human concepts of fault, negligence,

surrounds the healthcare industry where AI is being

on synthetic data despite the company telling

knowledge, intent, and reasonableness. Corporations

utilized for both diagnosis and to perform surgeries;

prospecting buyers that it was utilizing real patients

have been treated as an independent artificial

manufacturers are sued for product liability. In
O'Brien v. Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Daniel O'Brien
alleged that the "da Vinci surgical robot," a medical
device manufactured by Intuitive Surgical, Inc. was
defectively designed and malfunctioned during
O'Brien's pancreatectomy and islet cell transplant
surgery resulting in injuries. After several dismissed
and amended complaints, the court asserted that
a strict liability claim requires proof of proximate
causation and the case required proof that O'Brien
was damaged by his reliance on Intuitive's alleged
misrepresentations regarding the device, but he could

In 2018, internal documents obtained by Stat News
indicated that during beta testing Watson often
gave erroneous cancer treatment advice.
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military strategist, John Boyd, devised the OODA loop

Charleston R. Co. v. Letson), but AI has not yet had the

or machines accountable. As a result, Karni A. Chagal-

(Observe, Orient, Decide Act.) to clarify the human

misfortune of being legally classified as a person.

Feferkorn, a fellow at the Haifa Center for Law &

decision-making process. Some technologists are

Technology at the University of Haifa argues the need

attempting to apply these concepts to AI to develop a

Legal Status and Theory

for distinguishing products and devices from thinking

sort of litmus test. Perhaps, in the future, a legal test

The heart of the issue is how to classify artificial

algorithms in product liability cases.

will be available to indicate AI intent, but we are not

intelligence within the legal system. Is it human in

Machine-learning inherently lacks transparency,

there yet.

nature, a product, or a service? Legal scholars are

a term commonly referred to as a “black box.” Due

debating just that. One stumbling block, artificial

to this fact, machines and computer programs have

law, Roger Michalski, proposes the creation of a new

neural networks cannot tell us how they do things

no obvious intent. But, when it comes to healthcare,

ad robotam personal jurisdiction doctrine for applicable

or how they arrived at a conclusion. Another, is

the EU's 2018 General Data Protection Regulation

standards under the law. But, he also foresees the

whether the actions of AI are foreseeable and if there is

(GDPR) stipulates that if personal data is used to make

potential pitfalls of such a move. Give robots rights

delineated causation.

automated decisions about people, companies must be

and status under the law and it is only a matter of time

able to explain the logic behind the decision-making

before they are also entitled to the same basic and

process, which creates quite the legal quandary.

constitutional rights currently afforded to humans.

In one of the first cases of AI being held
accountable and the scope of liability evaluated, the
adultery website Ashley Madison gained prominence

In the 1950s, Alan Turing, created the Turing

University of Oklahoma associate professor of

There is simply no one size fits all solution, but

(it helps that sex sells). In re Ashley Madison Customer

Test to measure a machine’s ability to imitate or

this issue is something that needs to be addressed, and

Data Sec. Breach Litigation, almost 20 men sued Ruby

exhibit human behavior. Around the same time,

quickly. ILTA

Corp, formerly Avid Life Media, in the Eastern District
of Missouri alleging that they were not aware that
some of the website’s estimated 38 million members
were fake “bot” profiles. However, because the
company was also embroiled in a lawsuit for damages
attributed to the massive data security breach of their
37 million users (and their irate spouses), the company
settled for $11.2 million preventing an AI legal
precedent to be set.
In other cases, the meaning of “impressions” was

Dana Hackley is the Public Relations Specialist for Jackson Kelley PLLC where she creates, manages, and executes the firm’s

determined to include AI (Go2Net, Inc. v. C I Host, Inc.)

communications strategy across multiple office locations. In addition, she works as an online Academic Coach through

and computer code deemed a service via a breach of

Instructional Connections LLC assisting with Communications undergraduate and graduate courses. She also works as a

warranty (Motorola Mobility, Inc. v. Myriad France). But

freelance writer and editor.
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repositories putting your firm in jeopardy?
Since law firms started adopting the first

document management systems 25 years ago, we’ve
seen tremendous growth in the number of electronic
files stored digitally. As of August 2019, NetDocuments
was managing over 9.1 billion files across more than
2,500 organizations globally,1 while iManage was
serving more than 2,000 law firms.2 And that’s just
one piece of the puzzle. A typical law firm may have
client matter information stored in as many as 30
different types of repositories, and the volume of data
continues to grow every day.
Given the industry trend to embrace more “paperlite” approaches, it’s understandable that most records
management and information governance teams have

The Elephant
In the Room

The Hidden Costs and Risks of
Electronic Records Retention
BY DA R R E LL M E RVAU

focused on reducing the volume of physical records in
offsite storage, rather than worrying about the impact
of cumulative growth in electronic records over time.
However, the reality is that most law firms
today are now storing virtual mountains of digital
records they no longer need—including matter files
from ex-clients which have been inactive for more
than a decade. The costs and risks of this “keep
everything just in case” approach are significant—
and pose looming threats for law firms that fail
to act. This concern was raised repeatedly by
information governance leaders during a series of
events which FileTrail recently hosted across the
U.S. together with ILTA.
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Many firms find that IG policies are in need of

when you are keeping terabytes of data that you

also typically resides in email. Many IT departments

a periodic update to take into account evolving legal

actually no longer need—whether the data is stored

attempt to impose email quotas as a means of gaining

and regulatory requirements, the shift over time

in the cloud where your firm pays by the gigabyte or

control—only to be met with lawyer rebellion or the de

from paper to electronic documents, the aftermath

on-premises where your IT department is responsible

facto creation of yet another electronic archive that will

of mergers and acquisitions over time involving

for maintaining the hardware, software and security

need to be searched in the future.

firms with different approaches to records retention,

infrastructure and paying for power, cooling and all
the physical overhead associated with digital storage.

In truth, it’s not just one elephant; it’s a herd. Most

other organizational changes within the firm and the

firms today store client matter information electronically

complexity of the constellation of business systems in

across multiple repositories and business systems.

use. Firm leaders themselves, when presented with

required also significantly increases your firm’s

Without a clear understanding of what information

the business case for a more rigorous approach to

exposure to legal, regulatory, financial and reputational

the firm has, where it resides and how it flows, it is

electronic disposition, may also change their stance on

risks. Today, the inability to demonstrate rigorous

impossible to enforce effective information governance.

“keeping everything” and agree to decrease the firm’s

policies and procedures for electronic disposition

Mapping all the electronic data repositories

standard retention periods if they are excessively long.

Retaining electronic records beyond the time

could disqualify your firm during an RFP process,

within the firm usually requires dedicated resources

as prospective clients start to ask tougher questions

including internal project team members, as well

proliferation of outside counsel guidelines issued by

about law firm information governance. Even if you do

as external consultants tasked with surveying each

clients, often specifying different requirements with

manage to get by through the initial screening process,

practice group and department. Getting “neutral”

regard to retention. Firms need to ensure that they

your failure to properly dispose of electronic records

third-party consultants involved often can help in

have processes in place to evaluate and capture client-

could come to light during a subsequent audit.

gathering detailed information about current practices

specific requirements centrally, to ensure that the

and providing an objective analysis of any gaps.

firm is not agreeing to problematic, unreasonable or

Isn’t it time to address the information elephant in
the room? But where do you even begin?

In addition, firms today contend with the

conflicting demands and to avoid noncompliance due
to lack of visibility.

Surveying the Information Elephant

Reviewing the Rules (and Comparing
with Reality)

The first step is to understand the landscape of

Reviewing your firm’s information governance

electronic information within the firm.

policies—particularly with regard to the classification

Strategic Approaches to Automating
Disposition

of information, as well as retention and disposition—

Once you have a clearer understanding of all the

enormous. The reality is that at the same time that

is essential. An assessment of how well the firm is

information repositories within your firm and the

law firms adopted their first document management

following its own policies can help in determining

relevant retention requirements defined by your

systems, they also started using file shares, often

whether and how current processes need to be

firm’s IG policy as well as client policies, work with

resulting in a proliferation of unstructured and

adjusted and/or whether the policies themselves need

key stakeholders to define a strategy to identify

unmanaged data throughout the firm.

to change.

and eliminate the backlog of electronic records that

For most firms, the scale of the challenge is
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enforcing retention and disposition requirements

information governance system should trigger

moving forward.

workflows for the review, approval and disposition

Identifying which electronic records to dispose of

on destroying the massive backlog of aging electronic
records that should be destroyed.
The hesitation might stem from a variety of

of specific records, with notifications sent to the

factors, including changes in executive committee

can be a mammoth task initially, particularly if your

appropriate lawyers, paralegals, compliance

leadership during a project or lack of clarity on final

firm has not disposed of electronic records previously.

team members, office of the general counsel and

sign-off authority. Lawyers are also trained to be

administrative staff as required.

cautious, and in a culture where “having a memory

Technology can help. An advanced records
management system will be able to provide you

In other words, once the information life cycle is

like an elephant” is prized, it can be difficult to let go of

with an integrated view of all repositories across

fully automated, your information governance system

the “keep everything” mindset, even if they accept that

your firm—indexing all items within the DMS, file

should automatically identify which documents and

the status quo is untenable.

shares, e-discovery archives and even your physical

records are eligible for disposition and put them into

archives. Legal holds related to specific client matters

the review cycle at the right time—so you no longer

steps you can take to help your firm successfully

should be applied consistently regardless of where the

have to worry about manually tracking retention

navigate the transition to a more proactive electronic

information resides.

schedules, searching for records, chasing approvals

disposition program. Presenting a clear and

and missing deadlines.

compelling business case for disposing of aging

Advanced information governance systems can
then help you identify the exact scope of aging electronic

While every firm is different, there are several

electronic records can help in securing management

records that are overdue for disposition. For example, if

Facing Fear, Uncertainty And Doubt

buy-in. In a typical scenario, a firm that has

your firm’s IG policies specify that all records associated

Just inches from the finish line, some firms find that

accumulated electronic records over 25-30 years may

with matters that have been closed for over seven years

the biggest challenge for them is getting final sign-off

find that 90% of these records can be deleted based on

should be destroyed unless specified otherwise, you
can apply search criteria to identify the relevant files
and proceed with the required review and approvals to
eliminate the backlog.
Automating retention workflows is the key to
managing and enforcing information governance
policies on an ongoing basis moving forward. When
documents are received or created by the firm,
the correct policy for each document should be
automatically assigned according to predefined rules
that are applied based on practice area, document type
and client or matter.

In a culture where “having a memory like an
elephant” is prized, it can be difficult to let go of the
“keep everything” mindset, even if they accept that
the status quo is untenable.
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by 30-70%. This translates to significant cost savings

disposition is a critical step toward more effective

in onsite and/or cloud storage.

information governance, risk management and client

You can also work with the office of the general

service delivery and more cost-efficient use of your

counsel to present the risk factors in failing to comply

digital infrastructure. By eliminating the backlog

with retention periods specified by clients or by the

of electronic records that are no longer needed and

Darrell Mervau is a co-founder

firm and in retaining sensitive data for longer than

automating retention and disposition moving forward,

and president of FileTrail Inc.,

strictly necessary, including increased exposure to

firms can take control and finally start to realize the

security breaches, litigation, fines and reputational

full rewards of transitioning to “paperless” and “paper-

governance, where he provides

damage. Presenting metrics and graphical reporting

lite” environments. ILTA

the vision and overseas product

a global leader in records
management and information

strategies that have propelled

from your information governance system to

FileTrail to its current market

demonstrate current levels of compliance can be

leadership position. Having spent

particularly informative and persuasive.

his entire career in the field of

Furthermore, it’s worth educating your

information management and
governance, Mervau previously

information governance committee about the

held executive roles with two

configurability and flexibility of your proposed

different start-up companies and

workflows. A firm that prefers to take a more cautious

was instrumental in their early

approach to disposing of a large volume of electronic

growth and successful sale. Mr.

records can do so in stages (e.g., disposing of all matter

Mervau can be reached via email

files more than 10 years old as a first step) or with
extra review cycles.

Realizing the Full Potential of
Paper-Lite
One thing is certain: Left unchecked, the information

B O N U S CO NTE NT!
In this associated article podcast, Darrell Mervau, President of FileTrail,
sits down with ILTA to talk all things Information Governance. His
fantastically titled article “The Elephant in the Room: The Hidden
Costs and Risks of Electronic Records Retention”, starts out the White
Paper conversation.

elephant will continue to grow. For most firms, the

Listen along as we talk about changing and adapting to new legal

volume of digital information received and produced

tech, how IG must continue to evolve as we head in to 2020, and

on a daily basis is staggering. Data growth is likely

what’s next for File Trail, ILTA, and IG.

to continue at an accelerated pace, and the strain on
firm resources could soon reach the breaking point
for many.

Tune in here! »

at dmervau@filetrail.com.
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social or otherwise, it is difficult

to escape politics. People appear to be diametrically
divided along party and philosophical lines. In
national politics, local politics, even office politics,
people line up on different sides and seem only to see
the value of their position.
Politics is an outward expression of our inner
values. Our political culture usually represents how
we believe we can best succeed. When others advocate
for an alternative, it can be difficult to see the merits in
their approach.
Our organizations are led by people with political
perspectives. Different organizations may also differ in
which management culture will position them best for
success. Changes in leadership might, in fact, be due to
a change in culture.
Governance, while not political in and of itself, is
the art of finding effective ways to lead and navigate

Politics of Information
Governance
BY LE I G H I SA AC S A N D D O U G S M ITH

the different political factions of an organization.
Effective governance most often will require leadership
to assess the needs and desires of stakeholders. Once
the assessment is complete, these leaders will identify
the best path to achieve the desired results.
Law firms are usually perceived as being
conservative. While many are, other firms are more
progressive or somewhere between the two poles.
How do you identify the dominant culture in
your firm? Does your firm encourage innovation
and free market success to find creative solutions?
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might be committee driven, representing the highest

and identify a best way to move forward which,

• Client profile

earners, cultural leaders or other demographic

while not as innovative, yields a more predictable

• Geographic footprint

factors. Each of these leaders will be a strong cord that

result? Perhaps your firm lies somewhere between,

• Leadership styles

when bound together creates a strong core of bound

allowing innovation in some areas while requiring

• Financial culture

diverse interests. Decisions and strategic imperatives

standardization in others.
Once you have identified your firm culture,

are governed at the committee level rather than one
Other considerations include identifying both

individual or department.

we will present some steps to establish a successful

industry leaders and decision makers within your

Their clients might also exemplify the more

information governance initiative. These steps will

organization. While identifying the primary forces in

highly-regulated and/or conservative, blue chip

serve as a starting place for you to lead the evolution of

the organization, it is imperative you understand the

companies. These clients will seek counsel with a

information management for your organization.

needs of the entire organization.

culture similar to theirs. It is unlikely these clients
will be comfortable with a firm with cutting edge

Determining Your Culture

Conservative Firms:

What are the different cultures found in most law

DEFINITION

firms? We will discuss three different models;

Conservative firms might encourage users to operate

indicate a tendency to change slowly. If your firm is

conservative, progressive and moderating between

within a traditional model using a standard taxonomy,

named for men who have left this mortal plane, your

these two. Conservative firms resist change, encourage

very secure systems and traditional tools. These firms

culture may be based what worked for those noble

stable procedures and expect predictable results.

want to encourage safe innovation modeling to others,

gentlemen. We are not saying modern technology

Progressive firms openly embrace new ways of

breeding success while taking fewer risks. Their risk

isn’t used. It is used after others have tried and tested

working - from billing, collaboration, roles, work

tolerance is very low and while not yielding huge,

it to identify the pitfalls.

arrangements and information sharing. Moderate

quick benefits, ensures a predictable, stable return.

firms fall somewhere between these two. They may

These firms are sometimes referred to those that like to

may also find themselves slow to adopt new

desire stable systems with open information sharing.

“be first at being second.”

technology or processes. This, coupled with the

They embrace new roles and technologies but deploy
them in limited, highly-regimented ways.
So how do you determine which culture best

information governance techniques or tools.
The size, history of or age of the firm will

Firms with multi-office, international locations

committee based approach to decision making, can
FAC TORS

make it challenging to reach consensus for issues that

So, how would the factors listed above look in a

impact the entire firm.

matches your firm? We will discuss these in more

conservative firm? Not all organizations will match

detail as we look at each culture. There are several

exactly; however, certain indicators may aid in

expenditures? A conservative firm will expect once a

factors to consider:

identifying the best approach.

budget is established, you will be expected to provide

Strong central leadership is viewed as not
yielding the best results. The real executive authority

How closely does your firm scrutinize

justification for any monies spent – whether for
technology purchases, new hires or special projects.

|
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competitors. You will need to guard against staying

and an understanding of what other firms are doing.

and leverage existing staff for new tasks? Perhaps

with existing, functional technology past it its optimal

there is already technology in house that can be used

usefulness. Information ROT and duplication may

FRAMEWORK

for other IG purposes. This can help you address IG

result from decentralized control of overly-conserved

So you have identified your firm as being generally

issues in a conservative firm, gain momentum and

information.

conservative in nature. What information governance

build a business case for future initiatives in a safe,

elements should you push first? Which key processes

predictable way.

will yield the quickest wins allowing you to build
momentum for more funding and support?

In a culture of diffuse authority, auditing the

PRACTICAL STEPS

So where do you start? Begin with a plan matching

results of organizational and user defined processes is

your firm culture. Start slowly, addressing the

critical. By doing so, you will identify success stories

processes above. Find a champion, in your case

Symposium, in a recent revision to their original

you can champion providing a road map for others

maybe several champions. Promote the long term

guideline, defined twelve important principles to a

to follow. More importantly, it will allow you to spot

plan and your expected measured and conservative

successful IG program.1 Principles which might yield

potentially dangerous behaviors, address them and

outcome. Closely monitor progress, provide regular

quick return in this report at a more conservative

remediate any resultant damage.

reports of success, failures and steps taken to address

The Law Firm Information Governance

culture would include addressing retention/disposition

deficiencies.

practices, legal holds, information security, and

I M P L I C AT I O N S

monitoring of key processes.

What implications may result from being a

Progressive Firms:

conservative firm? Your organization will likely not

Progressive firms typically utilize newer technologies,

benefit from new technologies before some of your

a more open information sharing system and are

A more cautious approach to retention/disposition
is likely in a conservative firm. Users will be concerned
with not having information and would rather risk
over retention. Conservative firms appreciate reliance
on set authority providing an opportunity for IG
wins using widely recognized statutes and regulatory
authority.
Appreciating security is a hallmark of
conservatism. A rigorous audit of existing
information security practice and infrastructure may
yield small areas to address quickly while identifying
longer term structural needs to incorporate into your
IG plans. It’s also wise to seek opportunities not
requiring a significant financial investment. Are there

In a culture of diffuse authority, auditing the
results of organizational and user defined
processes is critical.
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technology for greater short term wins. Some firms

larger results. Theyembrace change with all the

mean ever changing technologies and processes as

have created subsidiaries to develop new technology

inherent unpredictable results. They understand there

newer tools and techniques emerge.

offerings or innovative service models. You must

is value to failing, failing quickly and resisiting the
pressure of perfection.

Progressive firms will also have large clients.
However, these clients may represent more progressive
business interests in technology, finance or other

ensure the IG risks are mitigated through vigorous
system monitoring.
The progressive firm may be extremely diverse

FAC TORS

services. Maybe the conservative client base is the

in terms of geography, being willing to open a small

So, let’s look at factors to consider when determining

S&P 500 and the progressive firm is engaged more by

office in Dubai to be close to a client and closing the

if your firm embraces a progressive culture. Having

NASDAQ companies. These clients may not only use

office when the business need ends. The lawyers might

already discussed how a conservative firm might look,

emerging technology, they may be developing them.

be working, not in a corner office on the 98th floor of a

let’s compare and identify the differences between

They may expect their lawyers do the same.

Sixth Avenue building in New York City but, at in their

these two poles.

As we mentioned above, progressive firm leaders

home office fully connected to firm technical resources.

Progressive firms will differ in leadership and

may have left the stodgy old school firm to chart

While all firms can and should be mindful of

will prefer a strong central authority providing a more

their own course. They pushed for changing old

managing expenses, a more progressive firm will

structured governance program. Authority may be

ways. They wondered why anyone would be using

likely spend a bit more freely, taking calculated risks

an individual or a group. The group will employ a

Microsoft Explorer when Chrome, Mozilla and Firefox

in choosing how to spend. A progressive firm may

more innovative approach, be more agile, and make

were clearly, in their minds, better more secure tools.

have consultants on retainer to ensure they have

quick decisions or set a strategic directions. This firm

Early adoption of new technology can be a strength

the pulse of the industry, be willing to hire people

may employ newer, less tested technologies. Similar

if managed well. Progressive firms may leverage new

to staff new projects and recognize an investment

to the conservative firms, they will closely monitor
user behavior, not to identify success but to impede
variant actions to prevent less predictable results.
Progressive firms may have left a larger older firm
because of this difference in culture. They may be
more agile in adopting and adapting new technologies
and processes.
How will having a strong central authority change
the IG culture? This firm will have less competing
ideas and will likely coalesce around a strategy faster
than other firms. The organization can identify, engage
and deploy new technologies and processes quickly.

Progressive firms may leverage new technology for
greater short term wins. Some firms have created
subsidiaries to develop new technology offerings or
innovative service models.
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needed face-time.

existing clients. As representations and technology
change, there may be need for increased security even

FRAMEWORK

with a client who has not changed. A robust matter

If your firm is a progressive organization, you may

lifecycle management program can not only provide

want to look at other areas for initial IG success

essential functionality but also an IG success story.

and momentum. You will need a strong audit and

With robust central systems for information

Leigh Isaacs is the Director,
Information Governance & Records
Management at Proskauer Rose

remediation effort to monitor compliance with and to

creation, use and sharing, having a strong education

fix instances of breach of policies. Since the your clients

and training system is crucial. Cultivating

development and implementation

may be those which change quickly, matter lifecycle

partnerships with your training group will be

of enterprise records and

management is a critical technology and process

advantageous for everyone.

information governance/

allowing you to stay on top client changes throughout

LLP. Her expertise includes strategic

privacy programs, process
improvements, matter lifecycle

the representation. Information governance awareness

I M P L I C AT I O N S

management, risk mitigation,

and education will be paramount to inform, train and

Progressive firms seemingly enjoy several advantages.

vendor management, evaluation,

monitor users to ensure they are in compliance with

The propensity for quick change and early adoption

design and implementation of

stricter controls. A progressive firm will have a variety

of new tech increases risk as well as the need for

of projects at various different levels. It’s important to

vigilance in developing concurrent governance

meet the ever changing needs

stay in tune with those to find opportunities to infuse

strategies and tools. In order to remain progressive,

of law firms and their clients. An

good IG practices from the outset.

these firms are in a constant stage of change. As such,

active member of the International

You will need to have a meticulous process to
monitor user behavior. The process needs to be flexible

change management strategies should be incorporated
into any IG program.

to account for different technologies and systems.

technology solutions. She enjoys
building teams and programs to

Legal Technology Association
(ILTA), Leigh has served as Vice
President of the Program Planning
Counsel and other volunteer roles.
She is also a founding Steering

You will find issues where users have compromised

PRACTICAL STEPS

your policies. If you do not find them, you will need

If following the steps outlined above, we feel allying

to evaluate the effectiveness of your monitoring. How

with your firm training department is essential to

Symposium, serves on the

you address these variances of behavior will be a

your IG success. Understanding your firm’s client

Advisory board for the Information

better indicator of strength of your program than

intake and maintenance program is also a necessary

Governance Initiative and has

the program itself. Users will stray. It is your job to

component. You must find ways to handle allowance

identify the variance, assess and fix the damage.

of mobile and remote technologies. For the IG

information governance course

professional at a progressive firm, alliances are a very

and is a published author, speaker

practical and essential step.

and instructor in issues relating to

Newer companies often evolve. Ownership may
change.New companies may be acquired. Corporate

Committee Member for the Law
Firm Information Governance

served in various leadership roles
for ARMA. She is the creator of an

information governance.
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Many, if not most firms, moderate between these two

In short, starting your journey with a firm grasp of

poles. Firms like this might have the traditional tools

your firm’s culture can go a long way to securing the

and secure systems while embracing new technologies,

endorsement and support you need. IG is not a “one

providing safe sandboxes for innovation and

size fits all” in any organization but this investment in

experimentation.

time and resources will help you navigate the political

Doug Smith has been an

landscape to achieve success.

information governance

The factors youneed to address are much harder
for us to identify as each organization will different

So assess the factors to identify your firm culture.

professional since before he
knew he was doing it. Bringing

tendencies depending on whether your firm leans

Identify your champion. Collaborate with willing

ingenuity, efficiency and security

conservative or progressive. We recommend giving

partners. Someone needs to take initiative. Why not

to a process is a hallmark

some thought and assessment where your firm may be

you? ILTA

of Doug’s approach to his

conservative or progressive and apply some strategies
we suggest above accordingly.
Areas not addressed above to address could
include client directives, matter mobility and ensuring
your firm complies with all applicable regulatory
requirements. While the need to address these
issues applies to all firms, their importance cannot
be understated. Focusing on the “must do’s” can
also provide a foundation and open doors for areas
you want to focus on in a way that feels less risky to
stakeholders.

1. Cite 2019 revision of 2012 framework report

professional life. He is currently
the Records Manager at Crowell
& Moring.
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sound like a good idea, but a harmless

overdependence on cheap data storage can easily grow
out of control into an immovable mountain. This is
exactly what happened to one global corporation,
which after years of archiving all of its data, was stuck
with more than a billion records to remediate.
If that number seems outlandish, consider that
approximately 128 billion business emails are sent
and received every day. And storage is now relatively
inexpensive. Moreover, many organizations believe
it is safer or better to retain all of their data either for
big data analytics or in case a need to retrieve legacy
records ever arises. Because of these factors, the
“save everything” approach is surprisingly common.
Unfortunately, most information inherently loses value
over time, while the cost and risk of keeping it either
stays the same or increases.

Moving Mountains

Massive Data Remediation Project
Provides Playbook for Defensible Disposal
BY E R I C P E N D E R

For the company mentioned above, as the scale
of its archives grew, the value proposition of retaining
such a high volume of information eventually became
disproportionate to the rising storage costs and
escalating risks associated with it. The organization
recognized it needed to begin the process of
remediating and defensibly deleting its data, but the
problem had grown so large that the prospect of doing
so seemed impossible.
The job was far too big and complicated for a
straightforward technology fix. The company’s legal
department assembled a team of internal stakeholders
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• Creation of a file plan: Based upon subject

The project combined technical experts, a managed

Using existing classification products, the team

matter expert input, a file plan that defined

review team and machine learning technology to bring

created a robust classification model that had

records categories was outlined. This provided

the organization’s data stores back under control, and

the ability to analyze, categorize and apply

guidance on appropriate retention periods and

in a way that allowed for retention of legacy data that

retention rules and time periods to one billion

risk levels associated with unique documents.

held continued business value, was under legal hold or

emails across 140 record categories.
• Combination of document review and

required for regulatory compliance records.
Over the course of the project, the team built a

• Extensive interviews with subject matter

advanced analytics: To narrow a set of

content classification engine with the ability to sort

experts: The team engaged key individuals

300,000 emails from the archive down to

between data that needed to be retained vs. deleted,

in each of the organization’s business units

only the most relevant examples of several

based upon carefully defined parameters to categorize

to determine, learn about and define record

hundred emails for each record category,

the data by group, sensitivity level and retention

categories. This provided insight into the types

the team leveraged experienced document

period. By marshalling a suite of technologies

of emails the organization had in its stores,

reviewers to apply analytics and streamline

alongside information governance best practices

who sent them, keywords regularly used and

review. This approach to the ‘needle in the

and document review, the organization defensibly

timeframes or seasonality associated with them.

haystack’ challenge resulted in discovery of

identified more than 700 million emails that were

Further, the subject matter experts also shared

40,000 highly relevant emails needed to train

no longer needed, saving an estimated $10 million. A

information about other records and systems

the knowledge base and enable the classification

powerful and repeatable process that can guide other

they used, which helped with the creation of a

model to make precise decisions about the

organizations in defensibly disposing large quantities

broader enterprise data map.

information funneling into it.

of data also emerged. It includes the following steps:
• Secure executive sponsorship: Working
closely with outside partners and crossdepartment stakeholders, the team evangelized
the importance of the project to executive
leadership. C-suite buy-in meant that the team
would have the budget they needed to execute,
as well as the authority to make important
decisions and socialize the program across the
organization.

The organization defensibly identified more than
700 million emails that were no longer needed,
saving an estimated $10 million.
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• Development of an email classification tool:
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active learning (CAL) capabilities and other

emails to reckon with, the save everything approach

advanced analytics including mining and

is no longer sustainable in today’s climate of legal,

clustering were applied to hone test populations

regulatory and information security risks. AI and

of emails for each record category, enabling the

machine learning, when used strategically, offer the

highest possible accuracy for the classification

ability to execute on defensible disposal at scale. The

Eric Pender is a Director at FTI

engine. This made it possible for the team to

playbook above provides a meaningful real-world

Technology based in Chicago.

effectively scale the effort across the full dataset.

example of how technology can be leveraged alongside

• Automated retention and deletion rules:
Taking into account complex legal and
regulatory requirements, including retention
timeframes of more than 25 years for certain
documents, the team created an extensive set of
retention and deletion rules. By building these
into the system, they automated the application
of these rules, so the organization could easily
maintain ongoing defensible disposal over the
long term.
• Broader information governance: Using the
information gleaned from the project, including
the data map, the team gained a foundation
for future information governance initiatives.
This empowered the legal team and other
stakeholders to improve management and
governance over the organization’s overall
records ecosystem.

He consults clients on complex
Information Governance and

human expertise to streamline inundated data

eDiscovery matters, utilizing

archives and successfully reduce the cost and risks

custom technology and data

associated with them. ILTA

analytics to help manage the
value and risks associated with
digital data.
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Whether or not an organization has a billion
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• Application of predictive coding: Continuous
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at Mama’s, at the time arguably the best

restaurant on Maui. Fish so fresh it’s served within
hours of being caught, and the menu lists not only the
fish but the fisherman that caught it. It was the result
of an agreement with my then boss that if I could
take and pass all the required tests before leaving for
a planned vacation he’d pay for any dinner I wanted
while I was away. He had a (not so) hidden agenda.
For, as much as I wanted the certification to show I
knew my stuff, I was working for a systems integrator
at the time, and having certified staff was a big help
when answering RFPs. It was proof to the potential
client that our staff knew what we were talking about.
Professional certifications are more than just a
gold star – they bring a defined level of credibility.
Not many people would question the expertise of
someone holding a Microsoft Certified Solutions
Expert (MCSE) or a Certified Information Systems
Security Professional (CISSP) credential. Obtaining a
professional certification is an indication that you’re an

Are You Certifiable?
BY K A R E N A LLE N

expert; that you speak and think in a specific language,
and that you know the domain for which you’re
certified. Most certifications also have a continuing
education component, requiring the certification holder
to complete a defined number of continuing education
units in order to maintain certification. Achieving
and maintaining a certification shows that you have
a commitment to continued learning, understanding
your profession, and that you provide value.

|
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certification something that’s a good fit?

certifications. Firm-level certifications help to ease
answering security and compliance surveys and the

The chart that accompanies this article lists the
details on some of the more common certifications
you’ll find held by your information governance (IG)

• Ask yourself what you want out of it. Is it a

and compliance peers, but it’s by no means exhaustive.

like, but they do not necessarily reflect the knowledge

promotion? A higher salary? Viable skills?

If you’re an IG professional, you might consider one of

of the people at the firm. Technology professionals

Knowing what you hope to achieve can help

these, depending on your role:

hold an average of about three certifications each, and

guide your decision.

about 64% of them are either presently preparing for
a certification or plan to in the next year. But it’s more

• IGP – The Information Governance Professional
• Make sure it holds your interest. Does reading

(IGP) credential demonstrates you have the

than just technology professionals. Recent privacy

the description make you want to take a nap?

strategic perspective and knowledge to assist

legislation is leading attorneys to pursue Certified

If so, then maybe it’s not the right certification.

your organization in maximizing information

Information Privacy Professional (CIPP) status.

If you’re going to invest the time, it should be

value while reducing costs and mitigating risks

in something that can keep you engaged in

associated with information assets.

Deciding to get a professional certification is
one thing. Selecting the right certification is another.

learning.

Certifications can be expensive. They typically cost
several hundred dollars, and are a huge investment in

• CRM - The Certified Records Manager (CRM)
• Think about staying power. Some of my older

credential demonstrates a strong foundation

your time and energy to prepare for and take the test.

certifications (GroupWise or DOCSOpen,

of core skills and competencies for the RIM

You need to consider which certification makes sense

anyone?) aren’t valuable anymore, although

professional.

for you, not only for the job you have, but also for the

what I learned while preparing for those

job you aspire to.

certifications still informs my job. Most

So how do you go about choosing the right one?

• CIP - The Certified Information Professional

organizations keep their certification name, but

(CIP) certification is a recognized credential of

change their certification body of knowledge

those who understand not just the information

(BoK) requirements and their exam questions

management technologies but how to best

people in your company, or in your industry,

and format to keep up with changing technology.

optimize their value to achieve business goals.

and see what certifications those people hold.

Microsoft releases new certifications and retires

Can the skills associated with earning that

certifications on a regular basis in order to

certification be beneficial to you?

ensure that Microsoft certified professionals

(CEDS) credential demonstrates diverse skills

reflect their knowledge in the latest technologies.

and knowledge across the e-discovery spectrum

• Use your network. Check out the profiles of

• Look for a new job. Well, maybe not really, but

• CEDS - The Certified eDiscovery Specialist

Consider whether the certification you’re

check out various job postings for the type of

considering can translate to newer skillsets and

role you have, or the role you aspire to. Do those

certifications as they come along.

• CIPP - The Certified Information Privacy
Professional (CIPP) credential tests your

|

ISO 27001, NIST and other organizational level

job postings list a common certification? Is that
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indicates you know how to apply them in your

expertise. I’m an Information Governance professional,

organization. CIPP offers four jurisdiction-

but also a technologist. I’ve decided that in my role at

focused certifications for the U.S. private sector,

my firm, a CIPT is more valuable than other potential

U.S. government, Canada and Europe.

certifications I could choose to pursue.
My dad taught me that the measure of a day

For compliance professionals, perhaps one of these:

was if you learned something new. Every day is an
opportunity to learn, and certification is a way to show

• CIPT – The Certified Information Privacy
Technologist (CIPT) credential demonstrates

Mogan, Lewis & Bockius LLP and
has been a strategic applications
engineer and document
management subject matter
expert for over 25 years.

lifecycles.
• CISSP - Earning the Certified Information
Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
demonstrates you have the skills to effectively
design, implement and manage an effective
cybersecurity program.
• CGEIT - Certified in the Governance
of Enterprise IT (CGEIT) certification

B O N U S CO NTE NT!

governance of all areas of technology, as well as

This chart lists the details on some of the more common

align IT with strategic enterprise goals.

certifications you’ll find held by your information governance (IG)

no longer relevant Novell CNE’ and hold various
other application-specific certifications, but those

is the Manager of Information

mastered. ILTA

privacy at all stages of IT product and service

So what about me? Yes, I’m still an ‘out of date

legal tech professional. Karen

Governance Technology at

structures from the ground up, securing data

credibility to implement and manage effective

ILTA volunteer, speaker, and

the world that not only have you learned, but you have

the knowledge to build organizational privacy

demonstrates experience, knowledge and

Karen Allen is a long-time

and compliance peers.
click here to download»
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knowledge of current privacy laws and
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ARE YOU CERTIF IABLE?

to your customers. While marketing

practices have undergone an enormous amount of
transformation in recent years due to technology
and cultural shifts, the core purpose of marketing
remains unchanged: to successfully communicate
the value of your product or service to your
customers.
In this article, we’ll explore how traditional
marketing strategies and techniques can help you
to elevate the visibility and communicate the value
of information governance (“IG”) within your firm.

Using marketing to build support
and gain stakeholder buy-in
A key element of any successful marketing

Using Marketing Principles
to Effectively Communicate
Your Information
Governance Program

strategy is deciding on how to best position your

BY L AU R E N D O E R R I E S

case, to appeal to this particular audience?

product to appeal to your target market. It’s no
secret that buy-in and support from sponsors
and high-level stakeholders is critical for an IG
program to become established and continue
to thrive. Still, many of us struggle with how
to attract the attention of the busiest, most
important (and often most elusive) people at your
firm while at the same time convincing them of
your value. What are some ways that you can
position your product, or your program in this

|

as the process of communicating value
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clients and regulators to protect and control that data

Concerns

at all times.

“Solution Selling” is a method used by sales

IG Solution: IG helps firms mitigate risk and

professionals that takes focuses on a specific problem

ensure compliance with an evolving regulatory

requirements received in outside-counsel-guidelines,

faced by their customer and highlights how their

landscape with data centralization and defensible

engagement letters and audit questionnaires, how

product can help solve it, rather than focusing outright

disposition.

confident are you that you truly understand what your

on product itself.
Luckily (for you at least), people in positions

While you may already be aware of any IG related

client’s expectations and demands are with regard to
Strategic Goal: Maximized Data Assets/

how their information is managed?

of leadership with significant responsibilities, your

Innovation

audience in this case, are not likely to be running low

IG Solution: IG aids with maximizing the value

you to be able to recall certain information throughout

on problems they’re trying to solve or goals they’d like

of information by supporting other firm functions

the course of an engagement, would they be surprised

to achieve. Zeroing in on what those are is the first step

including knowledge management, business

(perhaps unpleasantly so) to learn you still had their

towards being able to ‘solution sell’ IG at the leadership

intelligence and new business intake.

data long after that relationship ended? Even less

table.

While it’s understandable for clients to expect

ideally, what if that discovery was prompted by a data
breach or unrelated litigation?

and goals commonly faced by leadership and their

Positioning Your Product #2: Going
Where the Focus Already is

correlating IG solutions:

Framing your IG initiatives through the lens of how

both the trust of your clients and the reputation of

they align with existing internal compliance efforts

your firm. Bottom line: client relationships are the

Business Problem: Decreased Productivity and

allows you to go where the attention of leadership

bedrock of any successful firm, and their expectations

Portability

already is, instead of competing for it with larger, more

can and should be leveraged to help create and

IG Solution: Effective IG requires less employee

established and often better funded groups.

reinforce the business case for IG.

Here are some examples of business problems

time spent trying to find the right information

To that end, IG plays a vital role in preserving

Look for ways that your initiatives can support

and improves cross-office collaboration and

those efforts and propose unifying your messages (ex:

information portability.

IG reduces the overall footprint of what information

Promoting Your Product: Designing an
IG Communication Plan

security has to protect with a retention schedule

Developing an effective internal communication

Strategic Goal: Increase Cost Savings/Decrease

and enforced disposition). You may find it’s more

strategy to market your IG program, and IG itself, is

Spending

productive to form an alliance.

an important first step towards planning how you’ll

IG Solution: IG can reduce the total cost of

engage with your audience.

information ownership in many areas including:

Looking Beyond Internal Stakeholders

offsite storage, eDiscovery, data storage, real estate

As the amount of sensitive data that firms create and

importantly, to ensure you’re communicating the

and more.

maintain continues to grow, so do pressures from

value of your program, establishing meaningful and

To both facilitate compliance and, more

|

Business Problem: Security and Privacy
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Positioning Your Product #1:
Focusing on Solutions
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of your firm is critical. Creating a communication plan

Choose a vehicle for your message
• What's your vehicle(s) for delivery? Will you use an

Once you have the basics squared away, you
can build out your communication plan over time to

is a great place to start. As information or compliance

email campaign, targeted signage, elevator pitches,

include more details like linking each message to a

professionals, the concept of creating a communication

or a combination thereof?

specific objective and creating detailed timelines for

plan may feel foreign at first. We communicate,

your campaigns. You may also want to create separate

certainly. We promote ourselves or our projects: we

• How often will you be communicating with your

plans for individual projects or initiatives, such as a

call, we skype, we email (a lot). We’re constantly

audience? Are you reaching each user group in a

preaching the gospel of IG. But rarely do we plan to

meaningful way every month, quarter or year? Will

communicate.

you stop once you’ve reached a certain date or a goal

can help you to visualize where your messages may

has been met?

overlap and to identify any gaps where you could be

Creating a communication plan doesn't have
to be complicated, and chances are you’ve already
informally mapped out some of the components. A
basic plan can be as simple as documenting the ‘Who’,
‘What’ and ‘How’ of what it is you’re trying to say.

new policy, digitalization effort or technology rollout.
Using a calendar to track your communications

more effectively reaching a certain audience.
4

How will you keep the message 'fresh'?
• How will you stay aware of changes or issues that
effect this particular effort or program?

5 Key Elements of Employee
Engagement:
Once you've identified your audience and crafted your

1

Define your audience
• Who are the different user groups or personas you
want to reach?

• How will you evaluate whether the message is being
effectively received today, next quarter and next
year?

message, it’s time to start developing ideas for how to
get and keep your audience actively engaged.
Socialize: In today’s increasingly connected
world, there’s no shortage of potential vehicles for

• What are their unique information needs and
challenges?
• How do they interact with information throughout its
lifecycle?
2

Crafting your message
• What are the core elements of what you want to
communicate?
• What questions or concerns is your audience likely to
have that you can address?

Using a calendar to track your communications
can help you to visualize where your messages may
overlap and to identify any gaps where you could
be more effectively reaching a certain audience.

|
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sustained engagement across all levels and divisions
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Creating an internal brand allows you to establish

different formats you can create and customize touch-

on the lookout for ways to quantify the cost savings

a distinct visual identity for your program that will

points with different employee groups (and even

and operational efficiencies that benefit different

help you to communicate consistently across multiple

personality types). Don’t be afraid to go beyond email

areas of your organization. Remind people 'what's in

channels. The ability to visually connect the different

to include printed signs and handouts, focus groups

it for them' by personalizing benefits to a particular

components of your program also allows for faster

or even in-person ‘roadshows’. If segments of your

employee group or business stakeholder.

recognition by employees – which can speed up your

audience won’t stop moving long enough to absorb

Measure: Tracking the effectiveness of your

program’s integration into your firm’s culture.

your message, ask if you can present for the first ten

training and communications allows you to discover

minutes of a recurring meeting that’s already on their

what’s working and what could be improved. By

name, tagline or logo to identify your program, as well

schedule or sponsor an event they’ll be attending.

analyzing email activity and intranet site traffic,

as specific projects or initiatives. This exercise can be

you can find out which emails are generating more

particularly helpful for anyone struggling to transition

your message in front of an audience. If you're lucky

interaction and which policies and procedures are

away from the ‘records’ moniker towards ‘information

enough to be able to implement a mandatory training,

being accessed more often (ex: Attorneys may access

governance’.

you stand a better chance at reaching a broader

the file transfer policy the most, but administrative

audience. Even if your training isn't mandatory, you

staff may be more interested in data retention.)

your firm’s existing branding adds legitimacy to your

can still trick people into getting some IG education

That knowledge can be used to better tailor your

program, and enforces the idea that this isn’t being

by making it fun. Gamification using quizzes,

messaging to your audience's needs. Your firm’s

driven by just one person or department’s agenda, but

contests, even DMS scavenger hunts, along with small

marketing or information security teams may

rather, that this is supported by the the firm as a whole.

incentives (you'd be surprised by what people will do

already be using tools to help monitor content and

for a $100 gift card), allows your audience to learn

analyze employee or client behavior. Find out if

branding? Consider for a moment: Who is it that at

more about how to properly manage their information

you can make use of those same tools to add value

your audience is already listening and responding

without it feeling like they’re being ‘trained’.

without adding cost.

to? Perhaps HR or Legal? While you may not be

Train: Training is another effective way to get

Integrate: Other internal compliance programs

Elements of your internal brand might include a

Creating a co-branded identity that’s aligned with

Still not sold on the effectiveness of internal

able to mimic the sender’s authority, pay attention to
how they style their messages. They likely include

often have trainings and communications you may be

Packaging Your Product: Crafting an
IG Identity

able to seamlessly integrate your IG content into. They

If you’re part of a large firm, chances are good that

than not come from an ‘official’ email account like

likely also have more established employee familiarity

a number of communications are being sent to you

“HRBenefitsTeam@firmname.com” as opposed to

and executive support. Integration with their

from different sources across a variety of mediums

“Susie Daniels from Payroll”. An internal brand allows

communication channels can help you to maximize

on a daily basis. It can be challenging to make your

you to leverage those previously engrained habits for

your resources and gain traction quickly.

messaging stand out above the fray.

your own messaging.

within your firm, such as HR or information security,

elements of the firm’s official branding and more often

|

Quantify: It's also important to continuously be
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Information governance professionals know better

continuous, firm-wide engagement and support.

than most how critical the ability and willingness to

Maintaining a successful IG culture requires
Make sure you stay abreast of changes within

change is to achieve continued success. In order to

your firm by proactively reaching out to new leaders

keep your IG program relevant to your organizational

and engaging with new (or newly reorganized)

Lauren T. Doerries is an

culture, and to sustained employee engagement levels,

departments or functions to discover new synergies

Information Governance

you must be willing to continually reimagine your

and to reinforce the value of IG.

Business Process Manager at
Morgan Lewis & Bockius, LLP

role as an IG professional. One way to do this is by

Don’t be afraid to ask leaders and staff to

continuing to embrace new stakeholders and tools.

help ensure your program’s continued success by

an experienced Information

Look beyond your ‘usual suspects’ to non-

promoting and socializing IG initiatives in local offices

Governance professional with

traditional stakeholders from areas like marketing,

and within their practice/work groups and by sharing

recruiting, sales, client support and administration.

success stories and challenges.

These populations have unique information-related

Ultimately, successful marketing is all about

needs and expectations; be sure that you’re addressing

telling a story, creating relationships and, building

and meeting them. They can also help you identify

trust with your customers.

opportunities for IG support or involvement that you
otherwise may have missed.

Successfully adapting and applying marketing

in Chicago, Illinois. Lauren is

a demonstrated history of
cross-functional collaboration,
policy development, strategic
planning and driving successful
process improvements that
increase efficiency and reduce
operational risk. Lauren has
over 10 years of experience in

strategies to your IG program will help you to build

the legal industry, focusing on

Always be on the look-out for new and better

and strengthen relationships with your stakeholders

information governance, records

ways to listen to your audience, both directly and

by creating and sharing a compelling story about the

through the data trail they create by expanding

true value of information governance to your firm. ILTA

management, litigation support
and e-Discovery. Prior to joining
Morgan Lewis, Lauren served

your ‘toolbox’ to areas outside your comfort zone

for seven years as Manager

like marketing, design, and data analytics. Instead

of Records & Information

of traditional focus group or survey, try walking

Governance at United Airlines,
Inc. where she was responsible

participants through a journey mapping session to

for overseeing the development

identify pain points in a process.

and implementation of

Finally, be sure that you and your program
remain flexible enough to shift your priorities to align
with key firm objectives and initiatives.

enterprise-wide RIM & IG
initiatives including the
development of a global record
retention policy.
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Keeping the IG Conversation Going
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Staying relevant: Re-inventing the Role
of the IG Professional
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verticals in recent years and law firms are

taking notice. IG is often mistaken for Records
and Information Management, but IG is broader
in scope, taking into account who has access to
what information across all physical and electronic
storage, whether on-site, using firm infrastructure,
or in the cloud. IG considers information security
and data protection, privacy, network intrusion risk,
e-Discovery ramifications, data value to the business,
as well as records disposition. In short, IG’s goal is to
maximize information value to an organization while
minimizing risks and costs.

Where do firms start?
Historically, end users are disconnected from the
business case for IG, and so the “what’s in it for me”

Ch-ch-ch-changes:

IG Says it’s Time to Make a Change.
But How?
BY N ATH A N C U R TI S

factor has been lost in translation. Clients are, in
fact, driving this change in response to increased
regulatory compliance needs as well as ongoing data
breach threats. As custodians of their data, clients
are mandating new processes to their firms, or even
selecting firms based on their ability to effectively
govern their data—but attorneys tend to (and
should) be more focused on the practice of law than
governance of data. Success in delivering an effective
IG program is only possible through modifying
end user behavior, making IG an ongoing change
management program.
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increasing attention across many business
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these as an alternative to saving files to the records

those specified in IG policy in order to maintain a

only a C-suite leader can garner when allocating

management system? Does the firm have a means to

defensible program. Also consider incorporating

resources and driving collaboration across practice

wipe business data from personal smartphones when

into client engagement letters options for handling

areas. Identifying the steering committee, with defined

employment ends? Is confidential data stored – and

all physical and electronic records - the burden of

roles and responsibilities follows. The committee

forgotten – in cloud file share applications? Conducting

hosting terabytes of client data shouldn’t fall on the

should be comprised of a small group of representatives

end user focus group sessions is a great method to

firm. Bear in mind that records “disposition” is not

typically from Administration, IT/IS, RIM, HR, and

uncover unique ways in which staff operate.

always synonymous with “destruction”. Returning

General Counsel who will focus on driving results and
ensuring the program remains on target.

Once firms have a grasp of workflows - and

client records at the end of the retention period is an

workarounds – that staff employ, drafting IG policy

appropriate means of disposition, as is destroying

can begin. Policy needs to address the handling of all

attorney notes and firm billing records on the same

lunchroom posters, training specific to the audience,

file formats across all data locations. Physical records,

matter at end of life. Both means of disposition should

and ongoing refreshers. Think in terms of workplace

e-mail, electronic files saved to network shares and

be called out in the policy document as well as end of

safety programs and the ongoing effort involved.

the document management system (DMS), data tape

life options incorporated into client engagement letters.

This is about shifting the workplace culture and how

back-ups and so on all need to be accounted for.

employees regard information assets.

Consider adopting a standardized naming convention

Develop an elevator pitch, onboarding literature,

to streamline file searches.

Policy Development

Retention Schedule – Electronic and
physical. Address “data is cheap”

What access restrictions will the firm apply

Once the policy framework is in place, the retention

IG policy is crucial in creating a defensible program,

to certain files? For instance, will everyone have

schedule now has a place to call home. Firms should

it’s essential that firms have a formally adopted

access to all client/matter files in the DMS? Who will

consider the trigger event that starts the retention

document they can reference in guiding user

have access to personnel files, firm budgeting files,

clock. This is typically matter closing, but when

behavior. Once the steering committee is identified

documents that outline the firm’s growth strategy?

exactly does this occur – once final judgement is

and engaged, a risk assessment should be performed

How will this be monitored going forward to ensure

reached in a case or when billing is closed in the firm’s

to identify security gaps that help drive policy. Firms

staff who transition from one administrative role to

accounting system? If the latter, how will you handle

should determine whether ethical firewalls are in

another, or who transition from one attorney team

situations where matters aren’t closed according to

place, how personal smartphones are used in client

to another have appropriate access rights? An audit

policy and remain unnecessarily open for years on

communications, whether USB drives are encrypted

schedule is an important inclusion in IG policy to

end? This may require callout in your policy.

or CD/DVDs password protected, and whether staff

identify and close gaps while highlighting training

use unsanctioned cloud file share applications like

opportunities.

Dropbox.
For instance, are firm employees using network
share drives for scratch work or are they using

Consider policy carveouts for unique situations,

Also bear in mind when a retention schedule
calls for the disposition of records, this accounts for all
forms of records, physical and electronic, regardless

such as those that exist with Wills, Trusts &

of storage location. Imaging file boxes to be kept

Estates. It is critical not to make exceptions outside

indefinitely so that physical records can be shred is not

|
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Two methods can be employed for developing

typically equipped with a review and approval

information value to an organization while reducing

your firm’s retention schedule. First is the DIY

workflow that tracks when schedules are adopted and

risk and cost.

approach, whereby the IG professional or Records

updated, along with sign off by those designated with

Manager researches retention requirements using

review and approval rights. With either approach,

challenge of wading through a bottomless pit of data -

the Code of Federal Regulations. This is a laborious

annual refresh of retention schedules should be

searches take longer and result in inaccurate hits. The

undertaking and consideration must be given to all

conducted at a minimum.

value of these information assets is lost. Retaining too

jurisdictions in which a firm operates. For ease of

much information increases risk and the opportunity

managing these schedules, it is often a best practice to

Technology Stack

for reputation loss in the event the firm’s network is

select the maximum retention for a given record type

Keeping track of digital files across a firm’s email

compromised by cyber thieves. Retaining documents

that applies across a firm’s footprint. The proposed

application, document management system, review

beyond what is required can also lead to damaging

schedule must be vetted, typically by General Counsel.

database, trial presentation software, network share

Retaining electronic files indefinitely leads to the

information brought to light during future discovery.
There’s a common misconception that data storage

The second approach is to utilize a 3rd party

drives, and so on can seem daunting. Applications

that specializes in this field and employs attorneys

do exist that facilitate compliance by connecting

is cheap. While it’s true that the cost per GB of data is

who research retention regulations. For a fee,

these disparate storage locations, such as enabling

steadily decreasing the explosion of data available to,

such organizations will manage the research and

the migration of legacy email to DMS, where it can

and retained by, firms is increasing at a significantly

development of your customized retention schedule

be managed by the Records Management System

faster pace.

and feed this into an online database, which is updated

according to retention. Network crawl tools are also

as regulations change and can be easily searched

available to auto purge files that haven’t been accessed

by record series for reference. These databases are

in a period of time, as outlined in IG policy. Bear in

A study by Gartner projects the average business
will add 35% more data year over year, amounts to
storage capacity requirements doubling every 2 years.
Metajure reported that on average lawyers handled
50% more documents between 2013 and 2015 and it
is expected that this will rise with further adoption
of electronic means of communicating. Furthermore,
approximately 75-80% of business data is duplicate
information. The cost per GB for storage hardware is
only part of the equation, firms should also factor the
cost of expanding IT labor resources and software
to keep pace with the growing need to manage
information assets.

A study by Gartner projects the average business
will add 35% more data year over year, amounts
to storage capacity requirements doubling every 2
years.
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savings. Tie this into a renegotiation of your off-site

firms may be early tech adopters and aggressive in

storage contract, even if mid-term on your agreement.

their approach whereas IT may need to take a more

New providers are often willing to provide incentives

active role, such as assisting with email migration to

that offset early termination penalties while offering

DMS.

permanent removal and/or destruction allowances
that allow the firm to adopt a sustainable storage

Nathan Curtis, a Six Sigma

Strong Change Management Leads to
Adoption Success

partnership. Highlight these successes in town hall

Yellow Belt, brings over 20 years

Involve representatives from each practice area

lunchroom posters, etc.

in focus group discussions on topics such as DMS

meetings, ongoing training, the firm’s intranet,
The growth of data and its incumbent increased

of experience working with law
firms in the U.S. and overseas
in developing industry-first
solutions across Information
Governance, Litigation Support,

directory structure and file nomenclature. IG policy is

regulatory changes is the new reality of doing

crucial in guiding user behavior and a population that

business, and why data management issues top the

helped craft components of this stand a greater chance

concerns of Chief Legal Officers—and therefore, part of

for Mattern, Nathan is focused

of program ownership.

the relationship attorneys now need to preserve. Even

on emerging technologies and

Secure quick wins early on once your new IG

though historically attorneys have been disconnected

their application in the legal

policy and retention schedule are in place, such as

from the business case to prioritize IG processes, the

off-site records disposition and associated storage

time is now—and forever. ILTA

Digital Imaging, and traditional
Office Services. As a consultant

environment, driving results
through Mattern’s customized
RFP process, and overseeing
service, technology and policy
implementations.
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attorneys across three states and four

offices. The practices in the firm are equally diverse—
construction law, health care, intellectual property,
and litigation—and group of practitioners has
developed its own habits and ways of managing the
vast array of work product that is generated. Like
most firms, technology is deployed quickly as it
becomes available to suit the preferences of the busy
lawyers, but rarely with the benefit of foresight into
the long-term impacts that new systems induce. This
article discusses just one of these systems—Document
Management System—and the benign neglect and loss
of easy document findability that slowly creeped in
over more than a decade of use.

Total Quality
Management:

Creating a Culture of Sharing Across
Diverse Practice Groups

Background
Moving from shared network drives to a document
management system—FileSite—in the early 2000’s
was a major step forward to standardizing documents
and increasing the availability of knowledge across the
firm. Verrill Law went from one million documents
on initial ingestion to thirteen million documents
less than a decade later. This exponential growth
disambiguated key fields, such as provenance and
authorship, but it also laid the ground work for a wild
west of documents as the firm’s document production
increased. Oversight of document safety and storage

BY SA M A NTH A D U C K WO R TH

is the purview of the IT department who brought
certain changes, like folder structures, permissions,
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users, electronic documents and off-site file storage

requested by the users.

saving into the DMS). These Codes were the tip of the

are new practices that have not been standard for the

ice berg for the chaos. Looking deeper into the codes,

attorney’s career. Being able to trust the system that

as many lawyers as it does today. As new partners

the committee committed to bettering the practices of

manages one’s documents is a major component in

and laterals joined the firm, as well as two mergers

findability and searchability found several duplicative

user acceptance, and the technical abilities for some to

with other law firms, these new users brought with

codes such as TRANSCRIPT and TRN or TRU and

deeply navigate the DMS were limited. It needed to be

them great amounts of knowledge—and document

TRUST. Another problem was specificity verses

simplified.

production practices—which complicated the

granularity, in the case of Agreement and Merger

document management system simply through benign

agreement. The major problem was the sheer number

answers and then look for the associated problems,

neglect and purposeful ignorance in favor of time

of codes to pick from, which made identifying the

the group took a step back to define the problem with

efficiency. Without a knowledge management system

appropriate one onerous. Many users, frustrated with

more investigation. It developed a committee charter,

in place, documents began to pile up and it had become

the system, chose to identify their documents with the

with the mission:

clear users were struggling to find even their own

most inclusive code: DOC (for: documents). They were

documents, let alone find templates and examples of

not wrong.

In 2000, Verrill Dana employed only about half

other work that could inform future cases. People

After two meetings that attempted to frame the

• The team will examine the ways in which
we as a firm can be more efficient at finding

began storing documents in alternative locations

The work begins

information and documents. We recognize

which necessitated a change.

The Records Management Committee began weekly

that in order to improve our ability to find

meetings to define and discern the scope of its work,

documents, we will also need to examine how

Start of the project

as described above. The task of refining the problem

documents are saved and stored.

In early 2019, a committee at the firm began looking

took some time, as much of the working meetings were

at the findability of documents. By now, the firm

devoted to looking at the many issues. Identifying the

was committed to using FileSite and well-versed in

scope of “Records management” helped the group

the nuances of its operations. Each practice group

avoid the historical dichotomy between “emails”,

• To learn what document management practices

and subset of attorneys and assistants developed

“paper files” and “electronic records”. The group

exist, and whether there is an opportunity to

documentation that worked for them, and often times

systematically observed the personal practices of

increase efficiency. We seek to improve the

used some tools incorrectly, but because it was not

people who had offices with large amounts of paper

ability to find documents, and to improve the

impacting anyone else, it wasn’t exactly wrong. So time

files, and discovered many of the paper files could

handling of records for better managing the

went on and documents continued to pile up in the

be destroyed since they had been filed into the DMS.

influx of knowledge and work product.

system. Measuring the number of knowledge products

Other passive paper files, such as copies of signed

at the firm was easy, a query into the DMS showed

documents for trusts and estates, notes, and research

that the Firm had 241 different DocTypes (document

were being retained “just in case” because for many

And the goal:

|
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wish list of top five document management principles

The committee’s charter was a major turning point

The survey was open for two weeks, and after

every user should learn. These were:

for the project. It allowed us to move from discussing

considerable analysis of the data, we found interesting

specific detrimental behaviors to looking more broadly

issues that would not have otherwise come to light. We

at the patterns and underlying reasons why documents

found that many users did not have proper training

were so deeply hidden in front of our own eyes. To

in certain capabilities of the system, such as version

force a further step back and ensure we were looking

control, assigning different authorship to a document

using tools such as linking Outlook folders to the

at the issue as broadly as possible, we developed a

(as opposed to defaulting to the same author/operator),

iManage folder and rules for automatic filing

twelve question survey focused on document saving

and users who confused email management with

and search strategies.

document management.

1

Use of Versions

2

Importance of filing email messages regularly and

3

The use of document naming conventions for each
practice group

Survey

Moving forward

We were careful to craft the questions to collect

Fortuitously, a new training opportunity came to

useful information that could highlight habits with

light around the time of the survey analysis. The

objectivity. We used a subscription survey tool and

upgrade from FileSite version 9.3 to iManage Work 10

anonymized responses to comfort the respondents

necessitated re-training of all users in the firm on the

no backlash would ensue. However other identifying

new system. This allowed the committee to develop a

4

The importance of not saving work product to
personal workspaces

5

Practice group specific doc types

information was sought to discern patterns among
offices, practice groups, and classes of employees. The
survey focused on the three types of records: paper
email, and electronic documents, and asked questions
to gauge both saving and searching strategies of all.
Survey compliance and honesty were a minimal
concern. There was an 89% completion rate which was
due to the ability to track practice group numbers with
practice group identification on the survey. Targeted
emails and phone calls helped address straggling
groups, and accounting for users on leave, we
determined statistical validity to be at 75% completion.

The committee’s charter was a major turning
point for the project. It allowed us to move
from discussing specific detrimental behaviors
to looking more broadly at the patterns and
underlying reasons why documents were so deeply
hidden in front of our own eyes.
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Each of the above tenets were formulated into the

is necessarily regarded from a practice-based

training plan for users migrating to iManage 10. It was

perspective. Knowledge need not be experienced

an effective delivery method, and the firm is seeing

through an intellectual presence in the creation of it,

results in many of the areas, especially in the use of

knowledge is a collection of experiences and results,

version control, which was queried at the start of the

sifted and condensed into work products. The promise

Samantha Duckworth works

training. At the start of training, 27% of documents

to serve legal expertise alongside value to the firm’s

as an IT Trainer for Verrill Dana

contained a first version, and now, at the end of

clients depends on the ability to synthesize and adapt

the training 32% employ version 2 or higher. An

previous work product into the present day’s queries.

service, research and reference,

additional aid for users has been the publication of doc

Efficiency at filing documents in the correct location

technology instruction, digital

types relevant to each practice group to assist in the

for future retrieval, as well as effective sharing across

privacy, cyber security and staff

cross-practice search for documents.

practice groups are keys to this value proposition. ILTA

Overall, the success of the project is mostly
unknown, but optimistic. The group will undertake
a second survey to assess these changes after a full
year of using iManage 10 to gauge these objective
results. Success has been seen anecdotally, in the
more consistent application of doc types across more
practice groups traditionally not using them.

LLP in Portland, Maine and has a
strong background in customer

development.
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strategy. Period. This is a profound change from a few
years ago when many were not even familiar with
the term. The amount of data we are generating — of
which current estimates hover at about 2.5 quintillion
bytes every day — has made it so. This pace of data
accumulation will only continue; organizations can
either ‘ride’ the wave or be consumed by it — and the
difference between these two outcomes will be driven
by information governance Nirvana.
IG Nirvana occurs when organizations are able
to organize, access and manage their information to
enable them to leverage IG processes and policies—and
then (here’s the kicker) optimize it to be a driver of
business strategy and innovation.
Unfortunately, we are stymied at stage 1: we are

Information Governance
Nirvana Is Real, and It’s
a Game-Changer
BY LE I G H I SA AC S A N D H A RS H S U TA R I A

challenged even to organize our data. Our current
processes and technologies are not up to the task, and
so we fill the gaps with manual efforts. This is not how
we want to position IG; it’s a broken system — and will
be even more ‘broken’ tomorrow as data volumes and
types increase beyond our reach.
On top of the problem of sheer volume is a
troublesome mix of old data and new data types.
There’s a lot of ROT (redundant, outdated or trivial
data) creating drag and obfuscation around our
manual-laden processes, and there’s a lot of new data
types being created in new applications including
disruptive cloud applications, and most of which are
created in siloed repositories; and of course, there is

|
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were susceptible to being tabled, delayed, or even

yet incredibly difficult to identify everywhere—and for

driving change to their outside counsel processes.

which a spate of new regulations across the globe are

When it comes to selecting and retaining outside

popping up faster than we can keep pace.

counsel, the vast majority (79%)2 of legal departments

other acronyms — the “what’s in it for me?” is now

now do two things: 1. Investigate law firms’

tangible: it can be the difference between “win” the

ethical and moral obligations, in addition to our

information governance strengths during Request

work or “lose the work”; it can be “breach of contract”;

legal ones. This is why with regulations spanning

for Proposal competitive processes, and 2. Once won,

it can be fines of up to 4% of total revenue (GDPR) or

GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, as well as other privacy

solidify terms of the relationship by creating contracts

$750 per California (CCPA) resident3 (there’s 39.56

regulations, litigation readiness, electronic discovery

called Outside Counsel Guidelines that stipulate the

million residents in the state of California).

requirements, a majority of Chief Legal Officers report

firm’s processes and sometimes technologies regarding

they are extremely concerned across all areas of data

data protection, billing, matter staffing, and more.

All of which is only to raise the bar of our

protection, regulatory or governmental changes, and
information privacy in 20191.

Internally, law firms have been challenged to get

abandoned amongst a morass of conflicting priorities.
In the era of RFPs, OCGs, GDPR, CCPA, and

Our Current Processes and
Technologies Are Not Sustainable

buy-in for information governance. The process has

Unfortunately, this potent cocktail mix makes our

required too much manual effort by end users and

current processes dead on arrival. We don’t know

at data beyond the basics of being a byproduct

the business case, or the ‘what’s in it for me,’ was not

where the data is. There’s too much in too many

of business activities that needs governance and

sufficiently strong. It’s no surprise then that even the

disparate repositories. It seems obvious to point out

protection; we haven’t even scratched the surface

information governance initiatives that did gain traction

that we can’t leverage our policies and processes if we

And we haven’t even gotten started looking

of optimizing it to be a driver of business strategy
and innovation. To be sure, this is the new arena of
competition across all business verticals, and why we
need to get to IG Nirvana.

Convergence Point: IG Wins and
Retains Enterprise Business for Law
Firms
Organizations should be thinking about how to
position their data as a corporate asset to extract their
data’s value and derive actionable insights, but we can’t
if we are stymied at stage 1 of simply organizing it.
To the Chief Legal Officer, data means mitigating
risk, whether internally or with all external partners.

Organizations should be thinking about how to
position their data as a corporate asset to extract
their data’s value and derive actionable insights.
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from data protection and privacy, to legal hold, to risk

sure we’ve located all of it.

information to enable them to leverage IG processes

management and more, delivering game-changing

and policies — and then optimize it.

efficiencies and substantially impact ediscovery costs

The recent heavy fines levied against British
Airways and Marriott have made it clear that

This is possible by creating a unified data

through early case assessment, litigation readiness and

regulators are ready to enforce GDPR, giving 2019 the

repository that breaks down our information silos

headline news moniker “the year of enforcement.” We

and introduces artificial intelligence into the system

can expect the same from the California Consumer

to help us get control over the data: first by intelligent

Privacy Act which provides California residents with

organization –so we “know what we have” then,

How to Get There: A Unified Data
Repository for IG, Powered by AI

similar rights to their personal information.

through actions that can be automated such as

End-users function in silos, but their data footprint

classification, retrieval, archiving and disposal of

spans multiple, disparate (and currently many

a records manager, but no one “applied” for the job.

records. Then, not only can IG policy can be applied,

ungoverned) solutions as they — Skype, Slack, email,

Instead, we are generating and receiving electronic

but also monitored.

SharePoint, Teams, the DMS, etc. While there’s a core

The problem is, in today’s world everyone “is”

more.

data all day every day — on premise and in the cloud

This is the foundation. In applying artificial

— including but not limited to document review tools,

intelligence to a unified repository, we can enable our

HR onboarding systems, contract review, eDiscovery/

organizations to make truly intelligent decisions —

In a unified repository, the data can be analyzed

litigation support, document management systems,

and extract the value from the immense amount of

in multiple dimensions depending on who is looking

CRM, Salesforce, Microsoft 365, SharePoint, and chat

data of which we are in possession. Through this, an

at it and for what function. Then, a combination

channels — Teams, Skype, Slack — just to name a few.

organization develops insights and can take action in

of AI, machine learning and natural language

real time. It can deliver unprecedented capabilities

processing technology is utilized within this repository

We have a profound lack of technology to help

relation in the data, it is segregated without a unified
repository.

us identify and organize our data sources — which is
the cause for filling the gaps with manual effort. This
effort has heretofore been unsuccessful, why should we
expect it to improve as it becomes even more daunting?
Organizations couldn’t find ways to motivate people
to follow the manual-intensive processes that were
required to fill the gaps our lack of technology left
behind — and now the increased complexity means
manual IG is dead on arrival.
We should be asking, how do we do this well?
This is IG Nirvana. IG Nirvana is a combination
of people, process and technology that enables

In applying artificial intelligence to a unified
repository, we can enable our organizations to
make truly intelligent decisions.
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relationships on a mass scale and make it ready for

There are many analogies one can draw regarding

human consumption.

the failure to distinguish between innovation and

In this environment, we are not stymied at stage

pathways to obsolescence. Kodak is one of the most

1. Rather, users are able to gain control over the data

recognizable such stories. As the inventor of the digital

and are empowered to apply policy and solve problems

camera, Kodak failed to optimize its own IP. Will

Leigh Isaacs is a recognized

related to IG, Compliance, Privacy & Security, GDPR

organizations recognize the value of their own data?

leader in information governance

and other privacy regulations—not only at incredibly

IG Nirvana is a combination of people, process

efficient rates, but dynamically. As regulations change,

and technology. AI, while not a magic pill, is an

the model is suited to enable change at a mass scale.

essential component of this formula to help firms

And here’s the kicker: the system can become

and the Director, Information
Governance and Records for
Proskauer.

meet the challenge data and its governance present,

more intelligent over time. As knowledge is driven into

and then extract its value. And P.S., it won’t get easier

the system, the data can be optimized to be a driver of

tomorrow. ILTA

business strategy and innovation. In a word, Nirvana—
and as we look at the growing volumes of data and
growing complexities of governing it, Nirvana will be
the competitive differentiator.
Harsh Sutaria is the Co-Founder
and Chief Success Officer at
Infinnium, makers of 4iG™:
information governance by
design, powered by artificial
intelligence.

1. ACC 2019 Chief Legal Officer Survey
2. 2018 Altman Weil CLO Survey
3. Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.155)
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outside of budgets because litigation was

considered too capricious and unpredictable to manage
as a traditional business process. Today’s climate is
quite the contrary. The law department is expected
to run just as well as every other high-performing
business unit within the organization: on budget, on
time, and with measurable results.
Performance demands control, and sophisticated
in-house counsel are actively exercising control
over the largest component of the litigation spend
– electronic discovery. That means assuming
direct responsibility, embracing new technology,
exploring new ways to use existing technology, and
implementing consistent best practices.
Below are five practical strategies for catapulting
the law department from oversight of diverse and

5 Strategies for Effective
Control and Oversight
of eDiscovery Spend

inefficient eDiscovery silos managed by numerous
outside counsel and vendors to effective direct
control over eDiscovery processes and spend. Begin
by transitioning appropriate eDiscovery data and
processes to the cloud to take advantage of inherent
efficiencies and scalability. Cloud operations then
will facilitate data and process centralization and
minimization. Once data is consolidated, efficient,
repeatable eDiscovery processes can be developed
and streamlined. Those processes should, in every

BY TH O M A S C . G R I C KS , I I I

situation, incorporate machine learning to the fullest
extent possible, to minimize review costs. And, finally,
business intelligence across the entire eDiscovery
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match ever-changing project objectives. ESI can move

leveraged to promote data-driven decisions.

and avoid a protracted interview process. Continuous

seamlessly (and without needless vendor intervention,

response tracking with automated reminder

cost and risk) between platforms – from collection, to

1. Take advantage of the cloud

notifications will nearly eliminate the oversight

processing, to review, and ultimately to production.

The cloud is fast becoming table stakes for IT

necessary to maintain defensibility. Integrated remote

And, when ESI is in the cloud, it is continuously

organizations looking to lower the overall cost

collection capabilities allow in-house personnel

available to every member of the legal team (pursuant

of IT ownership, provide much greater scale and

to scope and discreetly manage collections from

to user access rights): in-house and outside counsel,

capacity without a commensurate increase in capital

custodians around the globe with no downtime, and

experts, and even co-parties in appropriate cases.

expense, and furnish users with near-instant access

without interference from on-site forensic collection

to technology for a faster path to productivity. No

vendors. And individualized cloud storage with

processing power of cloud operations presents a

other alternative currently offers the efficiency or the

comprehensive reporting simplifies regulatory privacy

realistic benefit. Just like Pandora, modern advanced

immediate scalability of cloud-based applications.

compliance by making every custodian’s electronic

analytics solutions, particularly technology-assisted

data transparently visible and readily accessible.

review (TAR) solutions, can maintain hundreds of

The same promise is available to corporate legal
departments looking for ways to minimize the cost

Using the cloud optimizes data transition and

Beyond simplicity and scalability, the sheer

millions of data relationships in a single case.

and maximize the efficiency of eDiscovery operations.

management as well. There is no need for IT personnel

Certainly, there is a continuing need for some level

To be sure, confidentiality, PII, and privilege implicate

to manage shifting infrastructure or resource

of on-premises tools that can collect from diverse and

strict security concerns. However, assuming a cloud

allocation constraints – cloud operations are infinitely

often idiosyncratic endpoints, including collaboration

environment can meet stringent data security and

and immediately scalable, both up and down, to

products, enterprise content systems, cloud

privacy concerns (and it certainly can), the cloud
provides more control and less cost at virtually every
stage of an eDiscovery project, offering a direct path to
cost-savings and optimum ROI.
At the earliest stages of the eDiscovery process,
a typical cloud-based legal hold provides substantial
benefits over traditional methods. Robust platforms
leverage existing templates to build and send
customized legal hold notices and questionnaires to
key custodians, minimizing administrative effort.
And using the questionnaire to elicit personal ESI
management practices and substantive knowledge, as
well as to identify additional custodians, will focus the

Just like Pandora, modern advanced analytics
solutions, particularly technology-assisted review
(TAR) solutions, can maintain hundreds of millions
of data relationships in a single case.
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efforts of both the IT department and outside counsel,
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tend to agree less than half the time, there is a

endpoints. But true control of eDiscovery means

differing litigations.

substantial likelihood that the same document will be

taking advantage of the scalability and efficiencies of
the cloud to the maximum extent possible.

With the availability of hash de-duplication,
centralization means that only one copy of the

coded differently across the various cases.
Centralization minimizes the cost and

document (specifically, document family) will be

inconsistency of review. In the foregoing example,

2. Centralize eDiscovery processes
and data

maintained regardless of the number of cases in which

only one copy of the 10,000 documents would be

that document may have been collected, and may

maintained, and it would be reviewed and coded once

The concept of an increasing return to scale is no less

ultimately need to be produced – an obvious increasing

(eliminating inconsistency) – at a cost of $10,000

applicable in the eDiscovery context than it is in every

return to scale.

and a savings of $490,000. And even if the cases did

other business context – simply put, when output

Taking that scenario one step further,

not warrant wholly identical coding, certain review

increases proportionately more than input, your

distributive eDiscovery practices would also require

criteria (such as confidentiality, privacy, and privilege)

average cost goes down. That is the precise rationale

the same document to be reviewed and coded

could be coded once, because they rely primarily on

behind centralizing eDiscovery processes and data

multiple times, at significant cost, and potentially

the inherent nature of the documents, rather than

management.

inconsistently. Consider, for example, a technology

the particular litigation. With sufficient forethought,

company with 10,000 technical documents

that approach could even be extended to distinctive

matter management, offers two principal returns to

related to a chip set used in multiple products. By

attributes, so that core documents could be coded only

scale, along with other ancillary benefits.

the time 50 lawsuits have been filed, the review

once for their litigation-specific characteristics (e.g.,

of those documents could cost somewhere in the

trade secrets, pharmaceutical compounds, intellectual

neighborhood of $500,000. And, since reviewers

property), and managed appropriately in downstream

Centralization, particularly in the form of multi-

Many litigants, especially serial litigants, see the
same exact documents being preserved, collected,
processed, and hosted across multiple litigations.
There are two reasons for this phenomenon. First,
different cases often derive from the selfsame issues
– one glaring example in American jurisprudence is
asbestos litigation. Every case involves substantially
the same issue and, more importantly from the
eDiscovery perspective, encompasses essentially
the same documents. Second, even when cases do
not necessarily rely on the same documents, they
often implicate the same “frequent flyer” custodians.
Unless those custodians are fastidious in their ESI
organization, many of the same documents will be

Even when cases do not necessarily rely on the
same documents, they often implicate the same
“frequent flyer” custodians.
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collected from muddled email boxes, across even
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repositories, social networking, and other off-network
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review and inconsistency increase return to scale.

The eDiscovery playbook should continue to

Technology-assisted review solutions, particularly
those using continuous active learning (CAL) protocols

be a dynamic, fluid, and living document. Case

(referred to as TAR 2.0), provide the best currently

specifics will differ, and processes will continue to

available means of controlling document review costs.

Minimizing the distribution of documents enhances

improve as participants develop new techniques

TAR solutions use supervised machine learning

security and consistency. And centralization is the

to save time and money, and maintain control over

algorithms to locate the types of responsive documents

key to enhanced reporting and strategic planning (as

the eDiscovery budget. Continually evaluating and

identified by reviewers, and selectively surface those

discussed below).

updating processes, protocols, and procedures will

responsive documents for prioritized review. That

only improve the playbook, and ensure the efficiency

means that most of the responsive documents can

3. Develop and implement repeatable
processes

and consistency for which it is intended.

be found by reviewing only a fraction of the entire

One of the best ways to effectively exercise control over
eDiscovery is to develop and implement standardized

4. Integrate machine learning into the
process

First, the review can start immediately – there are no

workflows that can be leveraged across all cases.

The single most expensive component of the

sunk costs or wasted time in preliminary efforts by

Doing so minimizes the fits and starts, and eliminates

eDiscovery process is, undoubtedly, document review

senior lawyers to generate a finite set of presumptively

the redundancy, endemic in diversified eDiscovery

– amounting to roughly three quarters of the total

responsive documents for the review team. Second,

projects, and instead establishes functional and

eDiscovery spend. That means that every effort must

continuous active learning protocols constantly

streamlined best practices.

be made to minimize document review costs.

re-rank the entire collection for responsiveness in

Centralization provides ancillary benefits.

collection.
TAR 2.0 controls costs so well for two reasons.

Developing a thorough, written corporate
eDiscovery playbook is a great way to advance this
objective. An effective playbook should cover the entire
eDiscovery process, specifying data preservation and
collection formats, processing protocols, preferred
review techniques, and even the proposed form of
production. The role of every stakeholder should
be reflected in the playbook, showing transitions
and coordination between in-house personnel,
outside counsel, managed review teams, and even
the eDiscovery vendor. Memorializing eDiscovery
standards in a comprehensive playbook will ensure
consistent management, and promote defensibility of

The single most expensive component of the
eDiscovery process is, undoubtedly, document
review – amounting to roughly three quarters of
the total eDiscovery spend.

|

advantage. Regardless of extent, eliminating manifold

the process across the entire litigation portfolio.
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litigation for enhanced efficiency and strategic
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demonstrably more efficient than older, somewhat

responsiveness and privilege metrics to efficiently

outdated niche protocols.

manage custodian collections; vendor, review team,

Certainly, though, the key to real savings with

and outside counsel efficiencies to properly allocate

TAR 2.0 comes from discontinuing review when the

responsibilities; and, comprehensive review metrics

majority of the responsive documents confidently

for forecasting and budgeting. Interdisciplinary

Thomas C. Gricks, III is a

have been found. The inherent nature of continuous

connectivity, for example, with the accounting and

prominent e-discovery lawyer

active learning makes this decision straightforward.

human resources departments, offers even more

When a TAR 2.0 review begins, reviewers will quickly

extensive control and management metrics.

and a leading authority on the
use of technology-assisted
review, and is Director, Data

see batches of documents that are predominantly

Individually and collectively, each of these

responsive. As the responsive set is depleted, the

strategies provides an opportunity for in-house legal

fraction of responsive documents in every batch will

teams to assert direct influence over the eDiscovery

plummet. At that point, statistical validation will

process by exploiting all available metrics, and all

applying technology to reduce

confirm that production objectives have been achieved

appropriate technologies. And, by exercising control

the time and cost of discovery

– all at much lower cost than other review alternatives.

over the eDiscovery process, counsel can, in turn,

and investigations. Tom has

effectively manage and control eDiscovery spend. ILTA

5. Use business intelligence to make
data-driven decisions
Business often lives by the timeless adage, “if you can’t
measure it, you can’t improve it.” The legal business of

Analytics, at Catalyst Cloud
services (now part of OpenText).
He advises corporations and
law firms on best practices for

more than 25 years’ experience
as a trial lawyer and in-house
counsel, most recently with the
law firm Schnader Harrison Segal
& Lewis, where he was a partner
and chair of the E-Discovery
Practice Group. He was lead

eDiscovery in no different, and business intelligence

e-discovery counsel in Global

(BI) provides the metrics that can be used to measure,

Aerospace v. Landow Aviation,

and improve, a comprehensive eDiscovery program.

the first case in the country to

A strong BI program places key metrics at the
fingertips of in-house counsel, to drive strategic
decision-making and foster informed eDiscovery
management. Advanced BI tools aggregate
comprehensive eDiscovery metrics that cross case
boundaries and afford interdisciplinary benefits.
Transcending case boundaries provides insight
into comparisons and trends that will highlight

authorize the use of TAR over the
objection of opposing counsel.
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opportunities for process improvement – e.g.,
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the background, based on current coding, and are
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